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Editorial
THE report of the Special A<lvisory (Whitney Straight) Committee on private

flying to the Ministry of Civil Aviation will be public property before
these notes appear in print. Nevertheless ,it may be poss'ibfe to appraise

their recommendations even at such short notice.

Let it be said at once that the Report is at once exhausti,ve and staggering,
A complete survey of the ,ost of light f1.ying, gilding and soaring, of regulations,
licences, landing fees, social activities, availability of sites and even tbe possibilities
of engines for light flying is tile prelude to recommendations which are com
prehensiye, perSpicacious, and astonishing in regard to their scope.

The ,two points which wi,1I mainly appeal ,to gliding enthusiasts are as follows;

(1) .. Airmindedness .. in itself is not enougn.

(2) The extent of tne financial aid to Ultra Light flying and Gliding
which is recommended,

In regard to the former, the Committee observes;
.. For centuries Britain has been a sea-Taring nation; the prosperity

and high standard of living which this island country has enjoyed were
directly related to its .ability to maintain world-wide communications.
To-day this is more important than ever, but now we are at the threshold
of the' Air Age,' and consequently, if we are to preserve our position
in the world, we must in future be as strong in the air as we have in the
past been strong on the sea. We must now take the lead as an • Air
faring Nation.

.. That there is no lack of the air-faring spirit is clearly shown by the
eagerness displayed for service in the air during the war when immense
forces were recruited from all sections of the community. The man
in the street to-day wants to fly and to use air transport for business and
pleasure-enly the opportunity is lacking.

.. The Committee are strongly of the opinion that the respective
activities of model-making, gliding, and power flying should be co
ordinated on a national scale. These activi'ties, startin'g with modelling
by young people still at schoor, form a natural chain in the progress o,f
aviation training. Together they constitute a healthy, educational and
constructive occupation offering full scope for develop'ment of' the
ingenuity and individualit)': inherent in the British race,"

The Committee go on to recommend the f.:>rmation of Aviation Centres at
which all the above activities can be carried on with a central theme of Aviatjon
as the background. They then go on to formulate their finan~ial proposals to the
Ministry. When it is said that for gliding alone they recommend a subsicfy of a
gross sum of £490,000 spread over five years plus a further £170,000 for the pro
duction of two hundred gliders over two years, it will be seen that their imagination
has been given full r,eln. There Is not space to provide a full resume of their
recommendations but on the basis of no entrance fee and the maximum subscription

\' of 6<1. per week they recommend that a grant of £10 should be made to the Club

I
on the issue of a • B ' certificate, £20 for a I C ' certificate, and £90 for a Silver

,

'. C.' On this they estimate that two-thirds of the total tost of each certificate
,or badge will be provided for by the State.

I
' To provide for the lack of Gliding imtructors for Clubs they ~ecommend
the establishment of a central' Civil Gliding Instructors School. Their five year
programme for Gliding Clubs envisages 20 Clubs in being with 2,000 pilots at the
end of the first year; rising to 100 Clubs with 20,000 pilots at the end of the fifth
year. The proposed subsidy will rise from £49,000 il1l the first year to £147,000
in the fifth year.

Elsewhere the Committee remark that immediate financial assistance to
gl'iding clubs is essential.

If ten per cent of these proposals are realised the effect on tile gl,iding move
ment will be electrical. The question is whether the Ministry will recommend
anything so far reaching as this to the Treasury and whether the Treasury w.ill
agree, or can agree.

One thing, however, is certain that even the publication of this report in the
National Press must have the effect of !I'I undoubted stimulus to the movement,
and for this, it is extremely welcome.
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NEW INTERNATIONAL RECORD
On July 12th, the last day of the Swedish Championships at Orebro,
'Lieutenant Per A xel Persson, Swedish Air Force, created a new
International Record by reaching a height of 8,200 metres i1~ a

" DFS Weihe" after an ael'o·tow to 600 metres by a "Fokke W1,tlf
Stieglitz. "

AFTER the release Mr. Persson found a termic
bubble in a cumulus cloud, which gave him an

altitude of 3,500 metres with a climbing speed of 2-3
metres/second. In the middle of that cloud he met
a hailstorm and tried to observe the ice-congelation
on the airplane in order to learn the usefuhless of the
.. glykol," he had smeared on the wings, fuselage,
stabilisor, etc, before tile start. There was a slight
ice-congelation on the fore· edges of the wings but

Despite the north.easterly course Persson was
driven by the comparatively heavy wind i\l a south·
easterly direction. Above him fairly dense cloud
veils had been formed quite covering the sun. He
supposed them to be remainders of cumulus-numbus
clouds. Northwards high cloud.top were scarce,
while there seemed to be better chances in south·
easterly direction and therefore he headed that way.

After a while he observed traces of a he",.vy thunder.

Persson.'s barograph, greatest height (about 9,000 metres) on extreme left. •

none on the upper side despite he passed a section of
the cloud with very severely under-cooled water.
The aiF·driven turn·indicator was in function up to
a height of .4,000 metres.

In the first cloud it was not possible to reach
higher than up to 3,700 metres. For that reason he
left it and then observed in the south·east another
cumulus-cloud with a very strongly built top. Being
convinced that the gain of height was likely to be
decisive for the days' Fesults and perhaps for the
whole competition too, he decided to examine that
cloud without consideration of the existing possi.
bilities for gain in distance.

In this cloud th.e climb was slow, only up to 1
metre/second. It was hailing severely there too.
In spite of all his efforts he did not succeed in reaching
higher than up to 3,900 metres. For that reason he
left on a north-easterly course. The air·driven hun·
indicator continued to function, but the electric·
driven had stopped owing to contact·trouble.

cloud front in the south·east and decided upon
making an attempt to reach it. Between him and
that" front" there were scattered a few cumulus
clouds, which he considered fitting to use in order to
lessen the loss in height. Those cumulus-clouds
were, however, too" weak" ; the airplane was losing
height all the time. Persson therefore decided to
take his chance with reaching the front directly.
His he'ight was only 600 metres when he arrived thel·e.

It was raining peltingly from that cloud, but the
underneath side was well marked and the upper part
of it grew constantly. Persson was prepared for a
landing if the cloud should not be able to " carsy"
him. However, he crossed the rather narrow shower
of rain; on the other side he made out two hawks,
circling pCl·sistently. He steered towards them and
got just after that a climb of about 2 metres/second.
Immediately lle turned and began curving. After
a while he had reached the cloud-basis, and entering.
it, the climbing speed had increased to 5 metres/
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second at an altitude of 2,000 metres. The climb
continued steadily. At a height of 4,000 metres the
climbing speed had increased to 10 metres/second,
and so it went on (10-12 metres/second) during the
whole climb. At 5,000 metres he put on the oxygen
(gasmask) and climbed steadily up to nearly 9,000
metres. All the time the termic bubble was com
paratively calm and even, and the pilot had no
difficulties to handle the airp1iLne cOlTectly even when
the instruments had stopped functioning at a height
of 8,000 metres owing to the severe cold.

At a height of 8,000 metres a heavy thunderstorm.
began. Lightning and thunder-claps followed imme
diately one after another, and the airpJane vibrated
severely at every electric release. Static electricity
in the airplane reslilted from this; .loud clicks could
be heard and the pilot got several shocks through the
lever. The discharges became by degrees so severe
that Persson decided to leave the cloud as soon as
possible in order to avoid risking the airplane. The
Climbing speed was then still abou t 10 metres/second
and the height on the altimeter 8,850 metres. The
whole body of instruments, except the conI pass, were
out of function, ancl the pilot handled his airplane
merely by the aid of the compass, the sound and the
pressure on the lever. The temperature on the top
height was estimated at -45 deg_ C. The ice
congelation was still very _small; only about 3 cm.
on the fore-edges of the wings. [n all probability
this fact was due to the slight rainfall within the cloud
as well as the rapidity of the climb, about 15 minutes
from 600 to 8,850 m.

Leaving the cloud, the pilot found a cloud-covering
beneath. As there was no ground visibility he
proceeded on his way in a north-easterly direction.
At a height of 4,000 metres Persson sighted the

Meteorological oonditions dllring Persso-n's flr:ght. Cold
air, coming from the left, rushes mtder the warmer air, and
forces it up. The result is an enormous Cu- Nb cloud of
" Atom-bomb" shape, "caching into the Tropopause wlle/'e

it spreads uut.

ground again. Owing to the previous severe cold
and the difficulty to keep the airplane on the course
(there was a heavy turbulence) Persson used the air
brakes in order to descend as rapidly as possible.
After having sighted the ground, he steered for
Stockholm and Skarpnack, gained 300 metres in a
small cumulus-cloud all the way and, arriving at
Skarpnack, he had still a height of 600 metr-es.
The landing took place at 2 p.m.

It should be observed that the two barographs
were functioning faultlessly during the whole flight.
After having been calibrated and con,trolled re-
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Lieutenant Persson discusses fi·na.l details
before taking off on his 'record flight.

peatedly the experts have calculated the gain of
height thereon to at least 8,050 metres, which will
accOl-dingly be the new international record.

OTHER FAOTS ABOUT THE REOORD FLIGHT

AND THE RECORD HOLDER

Liezltenant Pe'l'sson is an instructor at L;ung
byhed, one of ils training schools_ Born at Boms,
Sweden, on Febru'm'ry 6, 1922. Swedz'sh gliding
cert~ficate nr 331 of September 12,1945.

Orebro is a town s'ituated abotlt 100 miles west of
Stockhol11l.

Start; 10.18 a.m. from the aerodrome of Orebro;
altitude of aerodrome: 28 metres above sea; height
of release: 600 metres.

Lieutenant Persson took off earlier in the morning
of the same day but without result. A little while later
he landed on the flying field at Orebro to wait for better
weather.

Landing: After the rec01'd flight was made at
Skarpnack, a little aerodr01,ze south of Stockholm, at
2 p.m. Time of fli$ht 3 hours 42 mttlutes.

Type of barographs: Luft nr 6131 and 6133.
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1,200 METRES IN SIX MINUTES
By

DUDLEY HISCOX

THE last Sunday in August was in the middle of
the hot spell when the wind was easterly day

after day. Nevertheless it had a peculiarity; no
low clouds formed.

My prototype " Oly!Upia" was at that time at
Redhill aerodrome. and before setting off I had
listened in to the 8.30 weather" gen " on the 1.200
metres broadcast. and completed a T-ep gram. This
showed that the freezing level was between 700 and
750 millibars. According to my limited knowledge
of the subject it seemed that thermals would be
active when the ground temperature was 70 deg. or
more. and it was certainly likely to become as hot
as that. I was surprised. therefore. to see no
particular joy registered by members of the Surrey
Gliding Club assembled at the aerodrome. The
Auster tug had n<;>t been got out even. Sunbathing
was apparently the order of the day.

T,he combined meteorological knowledge of the
B.G.A. No. 1 Test Group was surely of some account.
and its judgment of the conditions was" nothing
doing." Accordingly I felt that my interpretation
of the position must have been due to wishful think
ing. The sky. still cloudless at noon (summer time).
certainly seemed to point that way. Nevertheless.
I noticed the wind stocking indicated vari,!-tions in
wind direction and wind strength; so I suggested an
early lunch and the possibility that if anything
developed that day it might be expected around
one o'clock.

''''hile we Wel"e in at lunch there was a considerable
flurry of wind outside. and a dustbin lid blew off.
Moreover. the extra wind strength persisted for more
than the usual .few seconds. That l;ort of thing
doesn't happen for no reason at all. I didn't say
anything, but when the C.F.I. asked if I would like
an aerotow (price 12/6) and others expressed the
opinion that it would be a noble gesture to consent
to be a guinea pig and test the air in thl? still cloudless
sky. 1 readily agreed.

Soon we were airborne; there was the usual rough
stuff at the aerodrome boundary. and then we settled
down to a normal tow. After gaining some 600
feet we turned towards Redhill town and sOon ran
into Something. The tug pilot took me round the
area in as small a circle as he dared. and all went
normally. up to 1.700 feet. Th.en the aeroplane
must have flown out of the uplift:, for 1 suddenly
found myself high above it. It seemed a good idea
to release. I did, and turned back on the track,
struck the thermal and the green ball of my vario·
metre went to the top. There it stayed most of the
time while the sailplane was circled at 25 seconds
per turn.

I usually keep a check on my rate of circling by
the rough method of counting oue and two and three
until an obvious landmark comes round to view again.
On this occasion the air was rough and I didn't
attempt to tighten the turns. Soon I l'ealised that
1 was climbing at speeds varying from 10 to 20 feet
per second, so it was not surprising that it seemed

rough. I was therefore quite prepared to put up
with it. and with a song in my heart watched the
altimetre register 3.000. 4,000, 5,000, and finally
6,000 feet.

On the way up I began to speculate on the possi.
bility of making the Golden" C" 10.000 feet without
tears or fears in a cloudless sky. Then I remembered
that the T-ep curve had shown a distinct upward kink
around 650 millibars; in other words an inversion.
That was one reason why the climb ceased soon after
passing 6.000 feet. Searching around I found ~ome

more IiIt that put on a further 500 feet, but 7.000 feet
was apparently the ceiling.

The next thought was of the obvious possibility of
making a cross·;;ountry trip; so unfolding a map
and putting on my reading glasses, hastily planned a
trip via Odiham to \<Vorthy Down. The inattention
to the variometer cost 1,000 feet in seven minutes,
but another spot of lift put me back at close on 7.000
feet. Guildford was ahead and yielded the next
good lift. From there Farnborough was in view,
so were several heatll fires. I noticed the smoke of
two of these drifted at angles converging towards
each other. Judgin"g that the imaginary point of
intersection was the location of a thermal I made for

.~~ ~
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the locality. Lift \-Vas there alright and up we went to
6,000 feet. By then Odiham was beneath and to the
south-west. Lasl!am could be seen. Tllat aerodrome
was reached and Worthy Down came in sight, and of
course Vliuchester. A lot of altitude was expended
making for the city, but immediately east of the air
field an excellent thermal took me quickly back to
7,300 feet. Chilbolton to the west was the only
aerodrome" left" on" my map, so I made for it,
found no joy there and, wrongly I suppose, pushed
on further west. The air. became as calm. as at
evening time, although it was only a little after
three o'clock. Without me being able to feel the
entry into lift, the green ball indicated a rise of a
few inches a second over the river Test; Five or six
minutes of circling gained me no more than 100 feet
and then ~t ceased. Again I pushed west aloilg a
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~-idge of hills, and being off my map I didn't know
quite where I was making for. Presently a city
with an aerodrome hove' in view, I circled the
place twice, hoping it would give off lift, but it did
no more than slightly reduce the rate of sink. The
presence of a Cathedral gave me the idea it was
Salisbury below, and five minutes later I put down
before the 'Watch Office at Old SanIm just before

four o'clock. vVith the knowledge of aHer the.
event, I believe that when the dead flat air was
suddenly encountered after leaving good lift at
''''Ol-thy Down I should have gone back to the
vVinchester area, and if I could have climbed again,
have then made off either in a southerly or a more
northerly direction. I'll remember that for next
time.

SOARING IN FRANCE
By ,

GUY BORGE

SINCE 1940, French Soaring has rapidly pro
gressed, and I am glad to have the opportunity

to tell readers of SAILPLANE something of its history,
and of its achievements to date.

Let me first go back to those sall days in 1940, when
German troops invaded France and cut her into two
regions. They fbrbade flight of power planes, so the
late French Government decided to develop the
authorized activities-AeromodelIing and Soaring
for training pilots-as the Huns had done after 1919
and for producing air-minded youth.

Sailplanes were few and old, so the new" Se,vice
of Air Sports" ordered from the Aircraft Constructors
a number of modern one- and two-seaters, each one

.. CaudYon C 800 " two-seater.

to be designed, and built with two prototypes. This
job needed. much time to complete. The Service
then began to repair the pre-war machines and to
order some new ones, derived from ancient types:
"Avia 152" (nacelled primary), .. Castel 30"
(training), " Avia 40" (performance), and .. Castel
242" (performance two-seater). Also some" Spa-

.. '

lingers S.18 " were bought in Switzerland. Flying
one of the latter Eric NessIer broke in 1942 the world
duration record with 38 hours 21 minutes at La
Montagne Noire.

Nessler received the title of "General Inspector
of French Soaring." He studied a new method of
instruction, using performance two-seaters instead of
the common primaries. Using this method, some
instructors, formerly pilots of power planes or sail
planes, were trained in two centres: at La Banne
d'Ordanche and La Montagne Noire, where 12 Silver
" C" were gained with several thousand hours of
soaring. The Aero-clubs of the FFee Zone began to
fly, but against heavy odds, especially in regard to
the small number of sailplanes available and the lack
of petrol. Cals and winches were equipped with
gazogenes blllning wood-coal, but results were not
always successful.

In September 1942, Huns i,nvaded the free zone,
and forbid gliding and soaring. Clubs then based
their activities on aeromodelIing, and organized some
aeronautical courses with official examinations under
tIle control of the Board of National Education.
Their members, more and more numerous, formed a.
spring of future pilots waiting impatiently the
moment when, free, they could fly.

Meanwhile, the Service of Air Sports sought in all
the country the best sites for soarinlf, and mapped
them.

All this patient work accomplished during occu
pation explains why the start of soaring is so fast
when freedom arrives at the end of 1944. Special
te,ams bring from Germany 450 sailplanes..;...
.. Kranichs," "Goeviers," "Minhnoas," If Meises,"
'" Habichts " .. Rhonbussards " .. Mu 13s " If Weihes "
If Grunaus '" If Wolfs " If SG '38s ,,' "

The Air' Ministry ~rders over' 1,000 sailplanes, of
which. the prototypes had been tried ill 1941·42.
Here are the characteristics of these machines.

First the side-by-side two-sea.ter" Caudron C800."
250 have been built, and! each Club has one of them.
This machine is easy to fly, has a good performance•
excellent visibility and endurance. Instructors give
pupils a complete tuition in it before the pupils
compete for the" B " badge in a training glider (the
Service suppressed the If A "badge). This method,
based on the scientific flying with instruments pro
duces the best results.

Characteristics of the C.800 :-Span 53 ft., max.
glid. ration HI at 45 miles/hour. Aspect ratio H.6,
min. sink. speed 3.1 ft. at 40 m.p.h. Wing area
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Each. Centre, which has an exceptionally good situ a
tion in its meteorological class, uses numerous sail
planes (from 20 to 30), tow-planes, winches, lorries,
cars, tmilers, and a link· trainer. Its staff includes
instructors, mechanics, joiners, cookers. A Centre
teaches future instructors in the Clubs. It also
perfects good pilots by giving them opportunities to
carr)' out outstanding flights. Dming· a month
course, one gets at least 2 legs of the Silver" C," and
soars between 30 and 50 hours. There is a charge
of 120 francs a day (5 shillings) for sleeping and
feeding accommodation, and an entrance fee of 1,000
francs (2 guineas). Flights are free.

\

~~~=.

"Caudron C.81I" and the "Castel C.:HO" are
better in this class than the" G.B."

This" Castel C.:310 P." (60 were made) differs
from the" Castel C.:HO " by a longer and new wing,
some spilers, and an enclosure cockpit. She has
given many pilots-including the author-the
distance of tiLe Silver" c." Delightful to fly, she
has a wider speed-range with best performances
then the" Grunau."

Characteristics of the C.310 :-Sp'an 4fi ft., max.
glid. ratio 22 at 37.5 milesihour. Aspect ratio 14.3,
min. sink. speed 2.45 ft) ec. at 34 m.p.h. Wing
area ],16 sq. ft., sinking speed 6.6 ft)sec. at 63 m.p.h.
Empty weight 315 pounds. Loaded weight 510
pounds.

In the pel'formance class, one sailplane bas been
ordered with a production of 100: the" Nord 2000 ..
(F,'ench built" Meise ").

Lack of space prevents me describing other French
sailplanes at present in the prototype stage.

Tmi1ling class: "Guerchais 107," "Caudron
C.SII," " Guerchais 105" (two-seater). " P.M. 200"
(two-seater) .

Performance class: "Guerchais 70," "Fauvel
A.V. 17" (tailless), "Castel c.l\'1. 7" (two-seater),
"(~astel Jalon" (two-seater for meteorological
research), "Air 100" (winner at Elmira 1947),
.. SOP I " (all-metal).

Six National Centres have opened :-Beynes
Thiverval, near Paris (Thermic Soaring); Pont St.
Vincent, near Nancy (Slope Soaring); La Montagne
Noire, near Toulouse (Slope Soaring); Challes les
Eaux, near Chambery (" Thermo-Dynamic" Soar
ing); Saint Auban sur Dura-nee (between Grenoble
and Marseille), Djebel Diss (Al'geria), (Standing Wave
Soaring).

"Caudroll C 800" two-seater

237 sq. ft., max. authorized speed in calm air, WO
m.p.h. Empty weight 530 pounds. Full weight
030 pounds.

Equip,uent consists in dual control, spoilers, single
wheel with brake, elevator trimmer, complete panel
of instnlluents. Though the Serv.ice Iwmes the
C.800 a school two-seate,', it has made a few per
formance flights :-Climb to 17,000 ft. at St. Auban, on
the 11th November, 1945 (non-official French record),
French duration record at Avignon, 17 hrs. 10 mins.
French goal record, Beynes-Chateaudun (63 miles).

Another two-seater, also side-by-side, the" Castel
C 25 S," has been ordered in a batch of 100. Its
performallces are better than the C.800, but it is more
suitable for training than school.

Characteristics :-Span 53 ft., ll1ax. glid. ratio 21.
Aspect ratio 12.8, min. sinking speed, 2.65 ft./sec.
Wing area 215 sq. ft., sinking speed 6 ft.jsec. at 6:3
m.p.h. Empty weight 550 pounds. Loaded weight
950 pounds.

The most popular training sailplane is the" Castel
C.301 S." (225 made), for getting the" B," " C,"
and even Silver" C" badges. It has the standard
panel of instruments: AS1, variometer, altimeter,
bank inrlicator.

Characteristics of the C.301 S. :-Span 40 ft., max.
iglid. ratio 18 at 37 m.p.h. Aspe~t ratio 10.5, min.
sink. speed 2.95 ft./sec. at 31 m.p.h. Wing area
158 sq. ft., sink. speed 8.5 ft. at 63 m.p.h. Empty
weight 287 pounds. Full weight 495 pounds, max.
authorised speed during aero-tows, 56.

The 5.A. 103 " Emouchet" is admirably suited
for thermic soaring, since it can fly at 20 miles/hour
without spinning! It sometimes happens that an
""Emouchet " remains in the air when a performance
glider lands. It is very strong, and aerobatics can
be attempted during tests. Best flights, 95 miles
for distance and to,500 ft. for altitude. 150 have
been made.

Characteristics of the" Emouchet " :-Span 41 ft.,
max. glid. ratio 17.2 at 37 miles. Aspect ratio 9.5,
min. sink. speed 2.9 ft./sec. at 31 m.p.h. '-'Ving area
177 sq. ft., max. authorized spe~d in calm air, 160
m.p.h. Empty weight 270 pounds. Full weigllt
490 pounds.

\Vhen the French-built" Grunau 2b " was ,'enamed
" Nord 1300," some alterations were made, as a result
of which the former remains infe,'ior. But 250
.. Nord 1300" have been built, although the

6
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The 5 National Centres of Beynes, Pant, Montagne
Noire, Challes' and Saint Auban got the following
results for 1946 :-51,561 flights; 13,601 hOUl'S;
328 "B" badges; 302" C "; 30 Silve,' "C";
2 Golden" C"; 389 legs of Silver" C," and 21 legs
of Golden" C." Official statistics for the first months
of 1947 show a large increase on these figures.

There are manv differences between French and·
English Aero clubs.· Generally, the former have 4
main activities (Aeromodelling, Gliding and Soaring,
Power Flying, Military Air,Training) that remain
dependent. For instance, those under 21 must make
models and take an official examination, the" Ele
mentary Certificate of Air-Sports," before beginning
to glide.

responsible for the discovery of new phenomena,
For instance, the Clubs of Sojssons, Marseille, Lave
lanet, and Lyon, discovered standing waves on their
fields.

Owing to the lack of official statistics the number
of active clubs, their results, number of badges,
flights and homs are not known. But according to
certain papers, at least 50,000 pilots are soaring
to-day, but it is diWcult to verify this figure.

In spite of progress, there have been mistakes:
the Government has given sailplanes to some Clubs
who do not use them, or use them very infrequently.
Through lack of experience many machines have
been broken, and some people have died in accidents.
But all things considered the Government have

"Castel C :HOP"

Another difference to the English G.c.: French
Clubs receive on loan all their sailplanes, tow-planes,
winches, trailers, parachutes, jeeps-from the Service
of Air-Sports, which also pays insttuctors, equipment
of airfields, and repairs of planes.

Because of Government aid, Aero-Clubs h,tve made
great progress and given the inhabitants of even the
smaHest town the opportunity for gliding and soaring
cheaply. Members of certain clubs can get" E,"
" C' and Silver '. C" certificates in less than a year.
Their flights have enabled the meteorological situa
tion of many regions to be known and they have been
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realized the errors which will be a lesson for the
future.

In the Paris area, the Service of Alr..Sports met
great diHiculties in organizing Soaring. Many
members of one hundred Aero-Clubs wanted to fly,
and it was Impossible to supply to each one sufficient
equipment, while airfields were scarce. The creation
of Inter-~Iubs Centres {<;:.I.C.) solved the problem;
each one shares a field between 10 and 20 Clubs, and
has numerous planes, instructors and equipment.
Seven Inter-Clubs Centres sun-ound Paris to-day:
Chelles, Lognes, Meaux. Persan·Beaumont, St. Cyr
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l'Eco]e, Mantes-Gassicourt, Etampes. A few other
c.r.C. exist in the country: at Troyes, Angers,
Puivert.

To 1945, the only French Golden" C" pilot was
Eric ~essler (Istlls number 4, whilst Philip Wills
has the number 3). He has 8 companions tooday:
Didion; Marcelle Choisnet (the only woman to hold
this certificate; she also possesses .5 world records),
Gasnier, Chart'on, Lepanse. Capgras, Vinsonneau and
Voisin. .

Silver" C" pilots exceed 200 instead of 50. It
would be too long to relate the performances higher
than 300 km. and 3,000 metres accomplished during
these last years.

At Beynes-Thiverval, several Golden "c" alti
tudes were got inside SOme cumulo·nimbus clouds.
But St. Anban possesses the best position with its
famous standing wave during the winter and spring
when the north wind (" mistral ") blows. Its record
is 17,000 feet after a winch-launch, but the lack of
equipment (oxygen and heating) has often prevented
the pilot reaching the ceiling of the wave. .

For distances, the best centres are Beynes ap.et
Font St. Vincent.

No National Soaring Competition existed since
1939. But in 1946, the Albi Aero-Club organised a
contest between 35 picked pilots. Valette made the
longest distance: 90 miles, limited by the Spanish
Border, and De Lassageas won the speed.race on the
circuit Albi,CJrdes-Carmaux-A-lbi (34 miles) in 1 hour
41 minutes.

In 1947, M. Siretta, a Journalist, presents the
" Siretta Cup," the amateur pilot getting the best
gain of altitude in only therrnics and after a wind
launch. Sucoessive winners are to-day :-

Rene Dumortier,' at Constantine (Algeria), gain
1,200 ft. in an " Avia 40 P."

Jean Pierron, at La FertJe-Allais. 8,600 ft. in an
" Emouchet."

Laurent Albert, at Albi. 7,800 ft. in a " Caste)
310."

Jacques Brezun, in Lyon. 7,600. ft. in a " Qtstel
310."

Josette Blusson, at Tours. 5,500 ft. in an
" Emouchet."

And five other pilots, at Mantes, Sarreguemines,
COmme Soissons, Beynes and Chelles.

At Wichita Falls (D.S.A.), Nessler in an" Air WO,"
Valette in the same machine, Didion in a " Nord
2,000," and Lepanse in a " Sop I," made some ,out
standing flights. Twice the French distance record
was broken': by Valette .(275 miles). afterwards by
Nessler (316 miles). Lepanse in his all·metal
"Sop 1," broke the French goal record wth 220
miles. But they arrived two days after the beginning
of the contest, and they only took the Qth, 8th and
17th places.
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Two-Seater Design

Competition

THE Judging C..ommittee has now finished its
deliberations and has chosen the winners of the

first prize of £125, presented by the Duke of Suther
land, and of the second and third prizes of £.50 and
£'1.5 respectively, which were added by the Royal
Aero Club. Their decision has been confirmed by
the Council of the B.G.A.

Place. Entry No. Entrant.

I 30 H. Kendall.

2 39 D. ]. Farrar & L. G. McFarlane.

3 51 A. O. Mattocks,

The runners-up were :-

4 22 T. A. Brown & ]. C. Reussner.

5 50 B. S. Shenstone & - Czerwinsld.

6 53 C. ]. Goodwin.

The Chairman of the ]lldging Committee has made
the following comrnents :-

" The entries were generally of a high standard and
the first six were so close that allocation of an order
of merit was a matter of great difficulty. In general
it was found that entries tended to show merit in one
or. other of the aspects (1) aerodynamic design, (2)
structme or (3) general layout.

" The outstanding entry which showed excellence
in all fields was not found.

"This being so, the Committee decided to give
greatest weight to aerodynamic excellence. Struc
tural design and layout from the pilot's viewpoint
were rated nearly equal, and each of about half the
importance of aerodynamic design, with production
of Inaintenance features hav'ing least weight.

" This basis of assessment was arrived at on the
assumption that certain structural design features
would certainly have to be modified when detailing
and furthermore, that considerable redesign. for
production would be necessal'y if trials on a prototype
proved the design to be of sufficient merit to warrant
construction in quantity.

" Entry :l0 has therefore been placed first on a
combination of good aerodynamic design and layout
from the pilot's point of view. The structural
design was not considered outstanding.

" Entry 39 was considered slightly inferior on
counts (1) and (2), but better on structure than 30.

"Entry 51, strictly speaking, came outside the
span limitation for the competition. It was con·
sidered to be the best entry structurally but lost
points relative to entries 30 and 39 on aerodynamic
design and layout."
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A VISIT TO
By A. MIRSKY

IT has been the writer's good fortune to visit a
most attractive soaring site in Sweden last

August. The name of the camp is AlIeberg, a few
miles from the town of Falkoping, in the province
of Vastergotland.

ArIeberg is ideally situated on top of an oblong
hill, appreximately 'one mile in length, rising steeply
on all sides from an extensive plain. The top of the
hill is almost flat, comfortably accommodating an
airstrip 850 yards long and about 400 feet above the

himself from this country was received and en
couraged to visit the camp in a most cordial manneF
by Mr. Bergman of the K.S.Ak. in Stockholm, chief
of Swedish gliding, and Mr. Norrvi, the camp corn-

• mander.
There is a number of huts on the camp not unlike

those one saw on war-time R.A.F: stations-of quite
adequate comfort-and a very well kept, though
simple, canteen with excellent cooking facilities,
and a more than adequate and diligent domestic

H, Grunau " parade of a " C " certificate oourse. N oie trolleys underneath each glider.

plain. On either side of the hill are large emergency
landing fields which are also used for S.G.38/catapult
training for beginners. The photog,raph gives some
idea of the site, although the real thing looks very
much more attractive.

The site is the property of the Royal Swedish Aero
Club (K.S.A.K.) and has been built, and is being
maintained with the help of a considerable govenment
subsidy. .

The pUFpose of AUeberg, as the central Swedish
Gliding School, is to train instructors, raise the
standard of advanced glider pilots, as well as to train
beginneFs. Flying competitions are also held there
from time to time. Courses are run in the suinmer
on the basis of a well laid-out training programn,e,
and blend happily with odd experienced gliding
visitors to the camp. Altogether, about 40 people
can be accommodated on the camp.

Strictly speaking, the site is intended for Scandi
navian pilots on]y; but a party of Czechs had come
by special arrangement this year, and the writer
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staff. There is als0 'something like a tuck shop that
a~ply covers one's needs from chewing gum to boot
laces.

The surrounding landscape is very pleasant
indeed; so much so, that one can do very well
without the use of the daily transport to Falkoping
for a week or two, and live happiiy witllout alcohol
in this state of splendid Isolation.

Thermal Condltfons.-The area around AIIeberg
has an exceptionally high reputatioll for good
thermals, relatively high average, cloud base, and
vigorous cloud development. This year alone a
number of flights to over 15,000 feet have been made,
several cross-country flights of over 300 Km., and
about 20 flights of over 200 Km. Even dming the
exceptionally dry spell in August, at the time of the
writer's visit, flights to over ~.OOO feet were relatively
easy, in spite of Met's threats of inversions' around
1,000 feet. August, of course, is not a favouFable
month; as a rule June is the· best time for thermals
at Alleberg.
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Gliders.-The collection of gliders at AHeberg is
more than one could wish for. Here is a list of the
ones packed into one large hangar with sliding doOls
at two ends :-

Three "W'eihe," three "Olympia Meise," one
" Kranich I," six "Grunau lIb," one "FI "(Swedish
aerobatic machine), one" Schweizer SGU " (American
metal two-seater trainer), six S.G.38.

Of powered aircraft there are one" Tiger Moth,"
one" Klemm 35, for towing; and one" Piper Cub"
for private hire.

The last three are kept in a separate hangar in
which there is plenty of room for visiting aircraft.

In addition a link trainer purchased from this
country is available for practice.

\Vhat seemed even more impressive than the
collection of aircraft was the degree of serviceability,
and the very high standard of maintenance of both
gliders and auxiliary equipment. Also, the care
with which all gear is treated reflects most favourably
on good planning and teaching by the staff of the
K.S.A.K. in genel"al, and efficient camp management
on the part of Mr. Norrvi in particular.

Launching and Retrieving Methods.;--Aero tows
are made at the rate of about 25 a day. The" Tiger
Moth" is used very largely' for this, and is driven by
a very competent pilot employed by the camp.
Although the" Moth's" rate of climb with a heavy
glider in tow is perhaps not all it might be, it has
proved to be an eminently suitable club towing
machine; in fact it is doubtful whether on an overall
comparison of several features-such as cost of
aircraft, reliability, case of 'maintenance, petrol and
oil consumption, and hangarage-another aircraft
could be found that would score above that of the
weH-tried " Moth" for the purpose to which it may
be put by a gliding club,

There are three winches on the site. One Pfeiffer
winch of Germall design with a V8 Ford 4.5 Litre
engine, and one Oldsmobilc and one De Soto, ·both
of which are cars adapted for winching, The
adaptation is of Swedish design, and both incorporate
automatic paying in gears.

On the West side of the hill there is an interesting
launching ramp used for hill soaring flights, and
beside it an electric retrieving winch used after
landings on the emergency field below. A special
timber track is laid the whole length of the slope.
This track is designed to fit the trolleys on which the
gliders are ground handled. Each glider has its own
trolley, not so much a luxury as a skid saver, and
therefore a sound investment. During the retrieving
operation three people must accompany the glider
and walk up the long row of steps, which on a hot
day can appear a painfully long one, especially if the
winch operator is in a hurry. Between the wheel
tracks are mounted steel rods at about one foot
intervals, over which a safety catch, attached to the
trolley, is made to trail. If the .cable snapped, or,
if the winch stopped, and the drum brake were to
fail, the safety catch would-with a little luck
arrest the glider.

On the East side of the hill a similar arrangement
exists with the difference that the retrieving winch
is a petrol engine.

The elementary training launches with" S.G.38 "
and catapult are made from approximately half-way
up the slope on either side of the hill. A jeep is Ilsed
here for retrieving gliders. "A" and" B " certifi
cate training can be practiced comfortably and safely
because of the wide fields at the bottom of the hill.

Vehicles: The camp is in the lucky position to
own :-Two cable retrieving cars, one Jeep, one
Volvo--Iight truck, one lorry-to fetch camp pro
visions, and four trailers for retrieving gliders fI'6m
outside landings.

Camp staff: The staff consist vf :-The camp
commander, four flying instructors, one towing pilot,
three mechanic..~. four skilled aircraft joiners, one
domestic manager, seven cooks and waitresses, ancl
one secretary.

To be contimted

Dimensional
Briefing lt10del

The illustration shows a device utilised at Dublin
Airport, by which the surface weather chart is comMlled
with a vertical cross-section of the atmosphere over a
parlic~dar flying 'foule. Coloured crayons are used to
indicate diag'rammaticaUy on sheets of perspex the
saHent features of the weathel' prevailt'ng along the
route..

CORRECTION
In the report of the B.A.F.O. Gliding Competition

on p. 15 of the October issue, the B.A.F.O. Gliding
Club was credited with willning the" A" competition.
The ,Secretary of the 140 Wing G.c. has informed us
that the winners of that Contest were, in fact, the then
2 Group G.c., who changecl their name to 140 Wing
G.C., on June 1st this year; that the team consisting
of FlU. F. M. Reafe, Capt. R. E. Claudi and FlU.
R. M. Williams, won the Contest by a comfortable
margin of points from their closest rivals, the 84
Group Club from Salzgitter, and the B.A.F.O. G.C.
team came third, although they won the" B" Contest.
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ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION

(Extra.cts from Bulleti11 No. 11).

GROUP NEWS
5attth Warwicksh£re Group. The first meeting of

those interested in this Group was held on the aOth
August at Lea.mington Spa and it was unanimously
agreed that the Group should be formed. It will
consist of two sections, namely a Technical and
Constructional Section and a Flyii1g Section, this
latter section to cover flying instruction as well as
ordinary sport flying. The question of a suitable
site for a flying field was discussed and although
several suggestions were put forward, none was
completely satisfactory because, in view of the
large area covered by the Group, some or other of
the members would not have easy access to the
proposed sites, a situation not improved by the
elimination of basic petrol for road users.

Pending a decision on petrol supplies for ultra
lights, it was suggested that members of the Group
might receive gliding instruction at nearby gliding
clubs both with a view to gaining useful experience
and also to keeping the Group active until powered
flying could be started. The p05sibilities offered.
by the use of Ground Trainers were also. discussed
and it was agreed that construction of one of these
would be relatively easy and would make a good start
ing point for the Group. It was thought that the
material required for a Ground Trainer could be
obtained from val-iolls sources at very little cost to
the Group.

The Aerotec Research Group, Bristol, has now
affiliated to V.L.A.A. Mr. Mac Farlane, Secretary
of the Group, has asked us to correct an error con
tained in a recent Press hand·out which has been
published widely in the aviation press. Com
menting on the cost of operating the Groups pro
jected .. Sportsman," the hand-out stated that
.. when equipped with two annual season tickets,
each costing £5 and issued by the Ministry of Civil
Aviation, the owner pilot would have the right to
land at any private or state-.controlled aiJfield in the
British Isles." As pointed out by the Royal Aero
Club, this is not quite correct, only certain State
controlled airfields and private airfields whose owners
are members of the Aerodrome Owners Association
really being served hy these season tickets.

DESIGN SUPPLEMENT
(Contributed by G/Captain E. L. Mole, Chairman,

Design S1tb- Committee).
SLlNGSBY MOTOR-TUTOR

The first prototype Motor-Tutor, powered with a
24 h.p. Scott Flying Squirrel engine, has now been
completed at Messrs. Martin Hearn Ltd., Hooton
Park, and is starting its flight trials. The second
prototype is being built by Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.
but its completion is being held back so that any
modifications found necessary as the result of the
trials of the first prototype may be incorporated.

Messrs. Martin Hearn Ltd. have informed us
that the Motor-Tutor will definitely become available
in kit form but at the moment they are unable' to
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quote a price for such kits, or for the completed
aircraft, since this will depend upon the type of engine
specified. We hope to have further news on this
point before very long.

TWO-STROKE ENGINES
In Design Discussion Point No. 4 'published in the

August Bulletin, we summarised the main advan
tages and disadvantages of two-strokes in com
parison with four-strokes, as regards their suitability
for ultra light aircraft. We showed that the simple
two-stroke gained as regards mechanical simplicity,
smooth torque and power/weight ratio (except at
high Lp.m.). Certain of its main faults were due to
the poor volumetric efficiency of crankcase com
pression which led to starvation of the induction
charge at high r.p.m. and to pool" exhaust scavenging.
vVe suggested these faults could be overcome by the
adoption of a blower instead of crankcase com
pression, together with a "uniflow" system for
the induction charge.

It was, therefore, of great interest to us to receive
a technical paper by Mr. G. Sartoris, Chief Designer
of Messrs. A.B.C. Motors Ltd. (makers of the early
u.l.a. "Scorpion" engine) in which he enlarged
on the possibilities of uniflow (or end to end) scavenge
systems for two-stroke engines. He considel's that
pure air should be used for scavenging, compressed
by means of a high-speed Roots type blower or
centrifugal fan, with petrol injected after the inlet
port has closed. With such a system, he says, a
two-stroke engine at 2,000 r.p.m. should gi.ve It to 11
times the power output of the four-stroke of similar
capacity.

Mr. Sartoris describes two forms of end·to-end
scavenging systems, e.g. the double piston type, and
the single piston with sleeve valve. The double
piston eng,ine can be of three forms: (a) two crank
shaft type; (b) !:>eam engine type and (c) syphon
cylinder type. The first two eliminate the cylinder
head which, he says, is attractive; the latter is
lightest but does not permit a straight scavenge
air flow.

He considers that double piston type engine will
be heavy and bulky, as the pistons control the ports
and must, therefore, have a Length equal to the strol<e
plus height of port, and their cylinders and con
necting rods will be proportionately longer. This
is exaggerated by the fact that a long stroke is neces
sary to ensure good scavenge. The total weight might
easily amount to 1.4 times the weight of a four
stroke engine of similar capacity and thus off-set
the power/weight advantage of the two-stroke.

In the sleeve-valve engine, the pistons do not
control the ports and may, therefore, be of normal
length together with their cylinders and connecting
rods. The engine will thus be lighter and of smaller
overall dimensions than the double cylinder type
and be expected to show better power/weight ratio
at about 2,000 r.p.m. than a similar four-stroke.

At increased r.p.m., however, the two-stroke
tends to lose its advantage and at 4,000 r.p.m. the
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four-stroke may give a better power/weight ratio
than the two-stroke, even including the weight of
propeller gearing-advantageous at such Lp.m. to
allow an efficient propeller speed to be chosen.

ML Sartoris concludes by saying that a high
output two-stroke engine will probably suffer lubri
cation trouble with piston rings and gudgeon pin
bearings, as the explosion pressure occurs at every
stroke and the load fluctuates, far less than with a
fom stroke, on them. This may, however, be less
with sleeve valve type engines as the piston head
can be cooled by incoming scavenge air.

DESIGN DISCUSSION POINT NG. 5.

Twin versus Nlulti- Cylinder Engines.

Sm.all multi-cylinder engines have a lower power/
weight ratio than twin cylinder engines of the same
capacity and they are more oostly to make on aocount
of the larger nlJmber of componel ts. They are,
however, smoother and quieter, and small cylinders
are less prone to overheating troubles than big ones.

With the smaller sizes of ultra light aircraft engines
as used for motor-glider types (20/30 h.p.), twin
cylinders may be recommended owing to their
cheapness and simplicity. In larger sizes, however
(40 h.p. and upwards) twin cylinder engines tend to
become rough and unpleasantly noisy, and multi-

cylinder types become desirable despite their greater
~. .

Should one cylinder cut out for any reason when
cruising with a twin-cylinder engine, a forced landing
is unavoidable; whereas \yith multi-cylinders the
aircraft is likely to be able to maintain height. This
consideration is, of course, less serious in the case
of motor-glider types with which a sllccessful forced
landing is reasonably easy to carry out.

\\le would be glad to receive opinions as 'to the
desirability of twin or multi-cylinder engines for
ultra light aircraft. A summary of views received
will be published iri a later Bulletin.

PETROL ALLOWANCES.

We understand that flying and gliding clubs may
soon be able to claim allowances of petrol to assist
members to reach airfields remote from public
transpOFt. Discussions on this matter are in progress
between the Ministl-y of Civil Aviation and the
Ministry of Fuel and Power, and a statement is
expected soon. It is anticipated that the allowances
will be sufficient to enable the operation of communal
transport to and from the nearest station and bus

'route and likely to be granted to clubs rather than to
individual members.

DEFENCE 6LIDING CLlJB
By G. B. HEIGHTON

ONE of the largest and best organised gliding clubs
. in South Africa is the Defence Gliding Club

(D.G.C.), which has its H.Q. at Quaggapoort, near
Pretoria.

Its members afe all serving personnel of the
U.D.F. (Union Defence Forces), and the Club is
officially recognised by the military authorities.

Up to the time of my departure from the' Union,
the Club's "flyable" equipment comprised-2
" Kirby Kites," I " 5lingsby Baby," and 2 "Grullau
IX ,', open primaries.

The maintenance inspections, etc., are all carried
out by the members themselves, many of whom are
qualified tradesmen in the S.A.A.F.

The Club possesses two hangars, and quite a nice
club house, where tea and cakes and lunches aloe
provided by the members' wives--entirely free of
charge! !

Quaggapoort lies in a valley running'approx. East
to West, the ridge on the South side being about
400 feet. Since the prevailing wind is N.E., the site
offers plenty ot opportunity for ridge soaring. M.ost
of the senior members, however, prefer to go
" thermal hunting."

The Club Captain, Corporal" Pikkie " Han\luond
(S.A.A.F.) gained the South. African height record
in November last with a height of 15,200 feet in a
" Kirby Kite." (See Sept. issue.)

Launching is by winch. The winch being a con
verted Ford V.S, mounted on a bomb trolley chassis
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for ease of transport. Communication between
winch and. launching point is by a field telephone
system that is first-class. The usual height 0111

release varies between 800--1,000 feet, depending
on conditions. .

In my opinion, members of the D.G.C. have every
reason to be proud of their Club and its achievements,
and should South Africa enter the next International
Contests, I have no doubt but that members of the
D.G.C. will be well to the· fore.

C. Heighton "Ready faT tire eabl!."
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GLIDING IN HOLLAND
DURING the last months oi 1946 the activities of

most gliding clubs in Holland were brought to
a standstill or slowed down considerably due to the
unfavourable weather conditions. But meanwhile
the building programme of the Royal Aero Club was
in full swing. Fokker delivered 30 ESG (" Grunau
9 ") pi-imaries in the course of the summer and
autumn, and" De Schelde 6 " specimen qf their dural
version of this glider which now is the standard type
for ab initio training in Holland. At the end of 1!)4:6,
after the successful conclusion of the trials with the
prototype, the construction of the 24 " Grunaus "
was started.

These gliders are of the" lIb " type, and thel'efore
fitted with airbrakes. A number of them is now
flying with the clubs, while several others are still
held in reserve. Five" Olympias" are nearing
completion, the first one of the series of 6 machines
being flown in recently. So there are still only 6
gliders of the 72 ordered by the Royal Aero Club to
be built. These are the " Goevier" two-seaters.

Quite a number of instruments for the" Olympias,"
" Grunalls" and "Goeviers" were bought in
Switzerland. The" Olympias" get the following
instruments: altimeter, variometer, air-speed indi
cator, compass, turn-and-bank indicator and fore
and-aft inclinometer. The" Grunaus" will be
provided with the same except the .last two. The
Swiss instruments have very little dimensions,
compared with the Gennan instruments we used
before the wax.

Besides this a number of parachutes will be avail
able for the gliding clubs hiring these sailplanes.
All types except the primaries are fitted with the
centre-of-gravity hook. .1'his hook is officially
approved by the Dutch authorities, after the very
successful flight tests last-year.

Thus gliders and sailplanes are no more a problem,
but in other domains many difficulties are still to
overCome.- Airfields, hangars, winches and re
trieving-cars are a headache for many a club couIJIcil.
Alth<mgh there is no petrol rationing in Holland,
cars and tyres are still very scarce. 'With the help
of the Aero Club several clubs were able to buy a
surplus jeep for retrieving work.

The" V20," constructed bv Mr. R. Shelter, built b>
N. V. Vlil'gtuigboun -at DI!'"<1e-nter, Ho!land.

Only a few cross-country flights were made in
1946. Mr. A. L. Hauling made with 45 miles the
longest distance. 63" A," 25 " B" and 15 " C "
licences were issued, while several height legs for the
Silver" C " were made.

The gliding section of the Aero Club, with its new
secretary, Mr. D. Dresselhuys, began the organ}sation
of a national soaring centre at "Terlet," 5 fililes
north of Arnhem. This site will be a permanent
one, with brick buildi1ligs, and will be used for
ab initio two-seater training as well as for the
school of soaring. The costs of such a centre
are enormous, and without a government subsidy
it would be impossible to fix it. We hope
that this gliding school, which supplies a long-felt
want, will be opened early next year. Until then a
mobile instruction gwup with a " Kranich" two
seater, a "Grunau" and a "Tiger Moth" _tug
teaches the club members the art of soaring. This
system was only a few da.ys working at Teuge airfield
when the" Kranich" was blown over by an ex
ceptionally strong gust and hea":.ily damaged. After
several weeks of negotiations a new" Kranich " was
bought in Switzerland and flown over behind a
"Miles Gemini" in 5 hours by Mr. Dresselhuys.

Two views of the" 111inimoa" owned by the Netherlands Aero Club.
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The instruction group then worked with great success
and many pilots, after some "Kranich ,., flights,
soloed on the" Grunau " in aero-tow.

This summer a great number of club camps were
held, and more licences were issued than in any
previous year. At the time of writing the exact
results are not yet known.

The Aero Club now owns a considerable fleet of
gliders which are at the club's disposal. It has not
yet been decided if the" Olympias " are to be hired
to the clubs or to be stationed at the central gliding
school. All other machines can be hired to the
clubs at a very reasonable rent .. The fleet consists of :

34 ESG primaries.
25 " Grunau Babies lIb."

6 " Goeviers" (still under construction).
6 " Olympias."
1 "Minimoa." Which makes a total of 72.

Together with the aircraft owned by the local clubs,
there are now 97 gllders and sailplanes in Holland

H. SClI>VING.

National Gliding Records
'passed by the B.G. A. Council, 5.9.47.

CATEGORY 1 (Single Seaters~

1. Distance.
C. J. Wingfield, in EON "Olympia," from Sheppard

Field, Texas, U.S.A., to Buffalo Lake, on 13th July,
1947.-216 Statute mile.<; (347.6 km.).

2. Out-and-Return.
C. J. Wingfield, in EON "Olympia," from Sheppard

Field, Texas, U.S.A., to Quanah, Texas (73.6 miles)
and return, 16th July, 1947.-147.2 Statute miles
(236.9 km.).

3. .Goal Flight.
P. A. Wills, in "Weibe," from Yeovilton (Somerset)

to ·Ratcliffe (Leicestershire) on 17th June, 1947.
140 Statute miles (225.3 km.).

CATEGO,RY 11 (Multi-Seaters).
1. Distance.

COmmander C. Nicholson, RN.V.R, and Lieu
tenant Commander (E.) G. P. Blake, O.B.E., RN., in
': Kranich n," from Yeovil (Somerset) to Bramcote
(Warwickshire) on 17th June, 1947.-118.2 Statute
miles (190.2 km.).

2. Goal Flight.
Commander C. Nicholson, R.N.V.R., and Lieu

tenant-Commander (E.) G. P. Blake, O.B.E., RN.,
in "Kranich 11," from Yeovil (Somerset) to Bramcote
(Warwickshire) on 17th June, 1947.-118.2 Statute
miles (190.2 km.).

3. Height.
Flight-Lieutenant R. .M. Williams, D.F.C., and

A. C. Kann, in "Kranich," from Oerlinghausen
(Germany) on 2nd June, 1947.-8,399 feet (2,560
metres).

NEtt'S IN BRIEF

84 GRO P CLUB, Salzgitter, record 12,000
launches, with' 000 hours' flying, up to 1st

September. The Club is developing a new method
of winching a.nd retrieving-by electric gear.

T· HE London Gliding Club has received adequate
petrol allowance for launching and \-etrieving

at Dunstable for the rest of the year, and a charabanc
can be laid on every Sunday morning from London
to the Club and back. Proposed starting place,
Londonderry House, at 09.00, stopping en route to
pick up members at several points (including Victoria,
before rea.ching starting place). This service will be
started as SOOIl as sufficient members take up the
twelve weeks' season tickets, which will cost £2.

A. C. KAHN,' of the B.A.F.O. Gliding Club.
_ recently climbed 10,1500 feet above release in
a Of \N'eihe."

F/O. JOCK FORBES and Wing Commander
Hanks carried out a formation flight in two

.. Weihes" on 4th September, covering 132 miles.
Maximum height, 2,200 metres. Duration, 4 hours
5 minutes.

8 500 LAUNCHES, 950 hours' flying, recorded
, by 140 Wing Club, Oerlinghausen, during

first eight months of this year. The Club so far have
9 completed Silver " C's" and 35 people with one
or two conditions. Captain Claudi has two Golden
" C" conditions-Duration and Height. He missed
his distance by 7 km. shortly before his release last
month; previously missed by about 9 km. during
May competitions. A./e. Sorbie recently Jailed to
release through not exerting sufficient strength on
release toggle and carried several hundred metres
of cable behind him until eventually released before
his approach.

NAOMl A.LLEN, one of the British Team which
competed in the 14th American National

Soaring Contests in July, was before the 'war pro
fessional instructor to the Cambridge University
Gliding Club-and at that time the only member
of the fair sex admitted to the Club. Naomi first
"hit the headlines" in 1936 when she climbed to
over 8,000 feet from Darmstadt in a cold front
storm. She recently exceeded that height by
soaring to 14,400 feet. at Twenty-nine Palms,
California.

BACK NUMBERS OF SAILPLANE
Vole have uncovered a large selection of baCll:

numbers dating from 1934 onwards, the majority
1940. If readers desirous of obtaining copies will
state their precise requirements we shall endeavour
to aCCOmmodate them. There is a wealth of intllrest
ing and instructive detail in the matter of these
numbers and, glancing through them, one cannot
fail to be impressed at the progress made in the
mOvement which was in its infancy in the early 19:30's..
Price 2/6 per copy, post free.
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NEtt'S FROM THE C~lJns

SUMMARY.

Number of Hours
launches.. flown

Club flying 1,024 90
A.T.C. flying 285]5
Grand total 1,309 . 105

Certificates gained: "A," 15;
"B," 10; "C," 7; Silver" C "
'egs (Duration). 3

September. Although the total
of the flying hours for this month
shows a slight improvement upon
August, we were unable to put up
>t. better day's score than on
August 6th, so that with the
shortening days it appears unlikely
that this year we shall exceed the
38 hours logged on that occasion.
Nevertheless, Sunday. September
21st, was a close runner up with 33
hours 27 minutes, and the following
Sunday, the 28th September. almost
equalled this with 32 hours 6
minutes. On this latter date
flying was carried out entirely on
hill lift under stable 10/IOths con
ditions. resulting in the horrific
spectacle of 8 machines being con
fined at one time to an air space
which could not have exceeded
1,000 x 50 x 50 yards! At this
time, altitudes did not exceed 300
feet above hill top level, the wind
being S.S.W., but the congestion
eased when the wind veered later
and pilots were able to spread
themselves out along the fnll 2
miles of our beat. {Another} mile
can be added to this by adven
turous souls who proceed beyond
the "Lion" to Dagnell village.)
On such occa"ions, when " satura
tion point" is reached, we have no
alternative but to cease launching
further machines until someone
lands voluntarily or is recalled by
ground signal. There is always the
danger under these circumstances
of the" dew point" being reached
as a result of a falling wind;
" precipitation" then takes place
fairly rapidly.

The previous Sunday, September
21st, was quite different. A high

III

LONDON GLIDING CLUB' I" Tutor," 20 hours in " Gull," and
August began with our 2-weeks' 25 hours as "driver" of the

Summer Training Camp, attended 2-seater). Most of us, unfor
by 19 people and most expertly tunately, are unable to spare the
managed by Lawrence vVright, to time to do likewise, but it only
whom our sincere thanks are due. goes to show, doesn't it ?
The weather for this event was not
quite all that it m.ight have been,
as we had soaring conditions during
the first week but not at the end of
the fortnight. However, much
primary training was done, and we
feel sure that, had a soaring wind
appeared at the end of the camp,
the members would have collected
another dozen" C's."

Another group of A.T.C. in
structors spent a week at Dunstable
during this month, but were un
rocky owing to the prevalence of
east winds. Although they were
not able to do much soal'ing, one
of their number treated us to some
brilliant aerobatics in the Czech
" Krajanec " (Zlin 24).

The third camp in this month
was a small but very select party,
consisting of the first three members
of the Women's Junior Air Corps
ever to do any actual pilotina

themselves. By the end of the
week we had added three. very
charming" A's" to our score.

Generally, the above-mentioned
east winds restricted our soaring
activities, but we had a few good
days, including the exceptionally
good Wednesday, 6th August,which
produced 38 hours 14 minutes of
flying time; if only that had been
at the week-end !

During this month, three mem
bers, Arnold, Ross and Rowley did
the" 5-hour" legs for their Silver
" C's." Rass had to have two
shots at it, failing the first time by
just 5 minutes.

Just to show what can be done
by single-minded application to
this gliding business, we would
quote the case of O. W. Neumark.
who stationed himself on the
London Gliding Club premises on
21st March. 1947, and departed
thence on 27th August of this same
year. "Vhen he arrived he
possessed his " C" certificate and
had a few hours in his log book.
When he left he had gained his
Silver" C" and had logged another
80 hours' flying (35 hours in

degree of insolation provided ample
lift to enable the entire club fleet
to spread itself out over several
miles in two dimensions, and
almost one mile in the third. The
new" Red Olympia" of the Anson
Buckley-Hurry syndicah:. took two
of its owners (Anson and Hurry) on
consecutive flights to 4,600 feet and
some miles upwind towards Leigh
ton Buzzard. The club's No. 4
.. Tutor" was conjured also to
4,600 feet by the crafty Reilly, ~

who, incidentaUy, has become the
new tenant of the "Neumark
flat" and looks like repeating the
latter's flying record. The club
" Gull" flying later in tIle after
noon, had to be content with 3,300
feet on the DagneIl-Edlesborough
beat. Outstanding performance of
the day, however, was by Tudor
Edmunds. in the No. 3 .. Tutor."
This craft is normally reserved for
" C " aspirants, and accol-dingly is
devoid of all instruments. As on
this day it appeared to lack
customers, Tudor Edmunds took
it up and immediately circled to
great heights. This caused con
siderable consternation in the upper
stratum (where he arrived un
heralded). as there was no precedent
for No, 3 circulating at a high level.
"Ve doubt whether a finer exhi
bition of sensuous soaring has been
seen since the days of Eric CoIl ins,
but we understand that it is nothing
new to Tudor Edmunds. Someone
should persuade him to put his
methods .0!1 paper; they should
prove of considerable interest.

This difficulty of finding cus
tomers for the club fleet. even ort
good soaring days, has been noted
during this summer: Admittedly
it occurs mostly during the morning
or late afternoon or evening. and
would. therefore. appear to have
some connection with what is
knowi1 as "thermal activity," so
we welcome any suggestion for
dealing with this situation where an
increasing proportion of the club
shows complete "t1isdain for flying
except between 13.30 hours to
to 14.30 hours t

The only week-<1ay to show any
number of flying hours this month,
was Tuesday, September 23rd.
when 15 hours 29 minutes was
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SCOTTISH GLIDJNG UNION
Summer has passed very

pleasantly at Balado, with a good
turn-out of enthusiasts every week·
end. Members and prospective
members arrive from all over
Scotland, and we expect a new
cycling record to be set up from
Glasgow to Balado after Oct0ber 31.

The fine weather has encouraged
the winning of ten ., A " and
fifteen .. B" Certificates. We
enjoyed a visit from Basil and Mrs.
Meads, of the Derbysh.ire and
Lancashire Club, on the week·end
of 23rd August, and from Ron
Claudl, late of 140 Wing Gliding
Club in Westphalia, on 14tl1
September. The latter arrived in
a downpour to discover the airfield
swathed in Scotch mist, but a week
later David Hendry in the "Tutor"
found the last thermals of summer
and was rewarded for weeks of
hard work on the winch by obtain
ing a well-earned" C." - Vile now
hope for an autumn of steady west
winds, and a spot of hill-soaring..

a series of briefing notes is being
prepared. On starting training,
and on converting to each new
stage, the member will be given a
sheet of gen appropriate to that
stage, which he can keep and digest
at leisure, thereby acquiring much
more information than the over·
worked instructor is likely to be
able to impart ill the field.

. SUMMJ\RY FOR SEPTEMBER.

Number of Launches 302
Hours Flown.. 120
Certificates Taken 3" A," 4 " B."

4"C"
1 Duration

BRIS,TOL GLIDING CLUB
Our latest important develop.

ment in a year of important
developments is the recent affilia
tion with the Somerset Aero Club.
Life at Weston.Zoyland having

Silver" C " Tests

achieved. This was only possible been made very difficult for the
with the assistance of Hawkridge Somerset people by the loss of
Aircraft Limited, whose Board has their hangar and the threatened
proved extremely helpful whenever loss of the site itself, they are
week-day flying has been in danger moving lock, stock and barrel to
of cancellation for lack of winch Lulsgate. Although both Clubs
drivers, etc. On this occasion they will retain their separate identities,
were instrumental in enabling there wiII be comp}ete interchange
Pereira to complete his Silver of facilities, and a levelling up of
" C" duration test, carried out on charges, so that everybody flies and
No. 2 .. Tutor," and faithfully works on an exactly equal footing.
recorded on his new Chowles pocket The mutual gain from this arrange·
barograph. ment is expected to be high, as

The last Sunday in the month apart from the considerable increase
was also noteworthy for the r.e· in the scale of aircraft and launch·
appearance of two old friends; ing equipment, we wiII have the
Lauderdale returned from Canada benefit of the services of Mr.
and the .. Camel" whizzed along .. Bunny" Wheatley, whose work
the hill under Ivanoff's careful at vVeston Zoy.land this summer
guidance, its performance seeming has been most impressive. He will
none the worse for war· time continue to run weekly courses as
storage. The Pasold Brothers he did there, ther.eby making much
(minor and minilT\us) reappeared fuller nse of the equipment than we
with their "Yellow Buzzard" have been able to do, and also will
earlier in the month. be able to deal with the main-

This month also saw the f'irst tenance of aircraft and vehicles, so
recruits to our new monthly mem,- that the maximum amount of
bership scheme, which looks like flying can be done by the week-end
becoming popular with E.A.F.O. people.
.. sky-sailors" Oil demob leave. The hill-site, at present aban·
VI!e extend to them a hearty doned for lack of " basic," will also
welcome, regret .we have no be developed and used jointly.
.. W.eihe," but are quite prepared Second prize in the two-seater
to design a kit.bag with false design competition has been
bottom to carry one! awarded to two of OUI' members,

A very successful dance and Lyndon lVIcFarlane and David
social evening was held on the last Farrar, to wham hearty congratu·
Saturday of the month, and we lations. The progress of their
hope to repeat this performance on brain-child, which embodies many
November the 29th before the of the features that the designers
expiry of everyone's petrol ration. have from personal experience found LEIOESTERS.HIRE GLIDING
1i'he wa~··time club house at Tottem· found to be desirable In a high. CLUB
hoe has now been vacated, and all performance club sailplane, will A painting. in glorious technl·
our facilities are once again avail· continue to be watched with in- colour showing chairman Jack Rice
.able on the club site; Dormy tensifjed interest by everybody. tow.ing Summer out of Leicester
House and Bar are in full swing. We are looking forward 'to seeing a shire in his scarlet" Tiger Moth"

We have been granted· petrol for prototype at Lulsgate in the sOar- against a background of flaming
dub use which will last us until the able part of 1948. sunset would not be altogether
end! of this year, and at the same Thermals are now a thing of the inappropriate. His machine has
time we are organising for a coach past; it seems we used the last performed yeoman service in giving
'to take members from London each ones during the September "At membel-s aem.towing experience,
Sunday; details of this from the Home." Consequently, flying has and many will associate this year's
Secretary. been confined to circuits, and the fine flying weather with pleasant

winter training programme is being memories of sun.spoiled Rearsby
organised. The converted Wild vibrating to the drone of the
winch is now in actiOn, with one "Tiggy."
drum only so far, and its smooth. Ginger.bearded Ted Feke n\ig~t

ness, quietness and ample power be included in the scene--the whole
reserve are a revelation and a just entitled" The Squire and Messiah,"
reward for the ingenuity and hard since that was the self.applied
work put into it by members under description that Jack and Ted
the. leadership of our Ground touted FOund Peterborough when
En.gineer, Tony Heron. vVe can the Club swooped down upon.
now operate three winch lines when IUpwood R.A.F. Station. for the
desired. I Battle of Britain celebrations.

To supplement the instructions In his .. Olympia," Jack parted
given to pilots on the aerodrome, ,company with the .cockpit canopy
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T:A.M.

during an exhibition of aerobatics.
The resultant turbulence over the
elevators brought him down in
rather a hurry. Despite the single
mishap, Jack, Ted, Arthur Sheriff,
Dave Jepbcott, and Doreen Knight
all had a thoroughly good time
.. with the Service."

Amongst newcomers to aero
towing techniqu« was Frank West,
who is now as well-known to
Leicester as to Dunstable folk, and
a couple of ex- avy pilots who
found hanging on to the end of
the string rather different from
pulling it.

No. 85 WING GLIDING CLUB
Gliding is in full swing at the

No. 8.'1 Wing Glir\ing Club located
at Royal Air Force Station,
Uetersol', Germany, the site a. flat
snrface, one does not expect very
much in the way of thermals, etc.
This, however, has not 'deterred the
members of the club; for example,
six members have obtained "C"
certificates this summer, especially
good shows being Derek Bolton's
flight in the" Olympia Meise" of
three hours and twenty-one minutes,
this time being achieved in a very
strong morning thermal having
entered cloud base at 4,770 feet,
and reaching a height of 5,750 feet.

Unfortunately, not having very
much cloud flying experience,
Derek, having seen his tie come up
to the level of his nose, decided to
pack in the cloud flying there and
then.

Bert Malaney, with F.jO.
Norman Allsop as passenger, took
the .. Kranick" up to 6,300 feet
in a very strong 3 metre up thermal,
but also had to come out of cloud,
ably assisted by Norman, another
case of lack of cloud experience.
On. this trip Bert unfortunately
omitted to carry a barograph,
otherwise the flight, at that time,
woutd have beaten the British
twin-seater height record.

Special mention is also due to
Petty Officers Tasker and Britton,
R.N., who, after only five months'
flying, have obtained their " C"
certificates, and in addition one
leg of their Silver" C."

This past few months has seen
the departure of many of our old
friends, one especially being Silver
" C" Mark Twomey, who, I under
stand, is starting a gliding club in
Kent. Mark has all the very best
wishes for the future; he was an

inspiration to· the club as an
instructor, and 1 am sure will
succeed in his new venture, so once
again good luck, Mark "2ME."
As for our other demobbed mem
bers, may we also say good lnck
and good gliding wherever you may
be to F.jLt. Jimmy Green, our late
C.O., Cpl. Pollard, Jock Leith, and
F.jO. Norman Allsop.

1 think also, that before we close
our chapter, that a special "thank
you" should also go to S.jLdr.
Paddy Seymour, who held the very
unsought-for position of e.O.,
Officer ijc. Repair, O.e. Flying, etc.,
a job of work not often thankful,
but I'm sure was appreciated by
all members alike. Our loss, how
ever, is R.A.F. Lubeck's gain, as
he is now a member of Lubeck
Gliding Club.

To all our past demobbed mem
bers we extend all our good wishes,
and hope for a reunion next Summer
at Mark Twomey's.

DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE
GLIDING 'CLUB. September.
1st. Wind S. 5 m.p.h. A few

members made arrangements to
spend the week at the Club; 1rs.
Smith and Mrs. Kaye kindly
arranged to cater for them. The
first dav was unsuitable for soar
ing, bu't Midwood, Benton and
Thomas shared thirteen circuits in
the" G.B. 11."

2nd. 'Wind S. 5 m.p.h. Gerry
Smith a.nd Cyril Kaye had their.
" Olympias" out but only for
circuits. The" Cadet" was brought
out for Robin Dolan. In view of
his promising form he,was sent for
his first circuit and obtained about
600 feet on the launch. To lose this
unusual height:, he merely threw a
couple of circles before coming in
to land, an excellent performance
which gained him his "B"
Certificate.

3rd. Wind W.N.W. 15 m.p.h.
A beautiful soaring day. First off,
Harry Midw~ failed to find
sufficient lift, but was quickly
followed by two" Olympias" which
soon reached cloud base at 3,000
feet. Harry tried again in the
"G.B." and was soon well up.
Gerry Smith followed in the
" Spalinger" with his son Roger,
who enjoyed almost every minute
of his flight. Cyril Kaye had four
flights, three in his" Olympia" and
one in the" Spalinger " with young
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Micha.el Kaye, totalling 1 hour 40
minutes. G. O. Smith had two
flights in his" Olympia" and two
in the .. Spalinger," totalling 3
hours 19 minutes. Harry i\fidwood
hacl 3 hours 20 minutes in the
"G.B.," "Kite" and "S.25."
Eddie Swale had 2 hours 15 minutes
in his "Ol~mpia," and variou
other. members had flights of
approximately one hour each. The
lift die<f\down at tea time, but as
soon as the sun was low the
evening thermal started, and the
" Spalinger" came down through
the strongest lift of the oay as
darkness fdl.

4th. Wind S. 5 m.p.h. Like
the day after the Lord Mayor's
Show. Thursday was good for a
few desultory circu(ts only by R.
Dolan in the" Cadet."

5th. Wind W. 15 m.p.h. Ron
Claudi came down from Scotland
to spend a few da.ys with us. We
would have liked him to have been
with us on \Vednesday. However,
although Friday made a poor start
without any results until after 3
p.m., it developed into quite an
interesting day. After several
unsuccessful attempts Gerry Smith
eventually managed to get well up,
joined by Cyril Kaye and Claudi.
The wind then was south of west
ami all the liff seemed to be under
the heavy threatening clouds which
were drifting over. Most of the
soaring was done several miles east
of the site. Shortly after 4 p.m. a
front approached from the north
west, veering the light wind oil to
the north-west slope. Robin Dolan
was launched in the " Cadet" to
attempt his" C " Certificate. The
" Cadet" climbed rapidly to 1,000
feet and Robin stuck it for an hour
until the storn~ broke and washed
him out of the sky. The storm
cleared after tea and an "Olympia"
was launched but was immediately
enveloped in cloud. The pilot
found his way back ten minutes
later, to be welcomed by his co
partners with touching solicitude.

6th. Wind W. 15 m.p.h. The
light westerly wind persisted a.nd
few pilots managed to strike a good
patch. George Thompson con
tacted a cloud in the" G.B." and
spent nearly an hour around 3,UOO
feet almost entirely in thermal.
Fred Breeze in the Of Kite" and
Harry Midwood in the "G.B."
managed to have good rides.
Gerry Smith took off in the
" Olympia," and after hanging.
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about over Hathersage for two sliglltly_ Midwood needs more YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
llOurs eventually set oH down wind practice in flying backwards. Flying.-A !ittle sick of recording
and landed at vVoodhall Spa about Pilots soon became accustomed poor weather and its effect on
65 miles away. Cyril Kaye and to the sticky take off and kept air flying tilnes, and even more weal-Y
Stan Armstrong gave passenger brakes on until they were well off of the new difficulhes which appear
flights in the" 6.25." the' ground. Launches were started in the path ahead, the tale of this

7th. Wind S. 10 m.p.h. The from half-way down the hill. month's flying will not take long
wind was insufficlen.t for hill lift 27th. Wind V,l. 20 m:p.h. Con- in the telling. On the 6th, with
on the south slope. The only ditions were poor in spite of the sketchy hill-soaring conditions,
pilots who managed to 'catch strong wind. Roger Dickson. there wel'e 11 launches for 4:~
thermals were Robertson, Coleman struck a good patch at 5 o'clock minutes' f1ying-lI;lorison qualified
and Faulknel- in " Olympias " and and went to over 2,000 feet. for his" c." On the 7th, with a
Leech in the" G.B." The latter Leech at 6 o'clock also managed light westerly wincl, Bumingham
put up a black by misjudging his nearly half-an-hour; but no one tried conditions in the "Kite,"
approach ,md having to land at else managed to stay up at all. and after about ten minutes of
the bottom. 28 h \>T' d W 20 h All getting nowhere (in the vertical

t. 'vlIl . m.p.. ) I d t I I t
13th. "Vind \V. 1.'5 m.p.h. Mid- types of machines soared through- sense le essaye 0 anc on op

wood was first off in the" Kite" out the day. Margaret Swale had near the road. The telephone
and went up to 2,350 feet quickly. I hour and 40 minutes in the wi·res-8 pairs we understand
Later on the lift gradually de- "Tutor" and Robin Dolan had disputed his right of way, and the
teriorated, AH. Verity and Stan 25 minutes in the" Cadet." Three " Kite" looks like a write-off.

-Armstrong had an hour each in "Olympias" and the" G.B. II" This is a tragedy, as we have no
other' machine of that e1ass, and" Olympias ,. and ten trainees flew were also out. Altogether 23

the" Tutor." . pilots shared 39 launches and 19.~ nothing German has come our way
S 30 h In hours' soaring between them. Later so far. For the day, 7 launches for

14th. vVind .' m.p.. on Geoff Russell did two circuits 30 minutes' 'flying. The 13th was
spite of an adverse forecast, con- a pleasant Saturday afternoon, and
ditions seemed fit after lunch. in the "Cadet" to complete his

" B" Certificate. six members, including two from
Annstrong was first off in the Newcastle, took ad vantage: 8
" Olympia" on the south slope, The weather during September launches and 4 hours 18 minutes'
but applied his brakes almost at has continued main!v fair and soaring. The 14th brought gusts
once to keep out of cloud. Duncan warm, but on one or t~o occasions 40up to m.p.h.,· and there were
Swale, Charles Verity, Faulkner, a strong wind presented an oppo"r- only three rough trips, totalling 90
Shepard Coleman ann Taylor flew tUllity to get back into practice for minutes. On the 27th, with a very
"Olympias," Jefferson and Mid- the more robust hill soaring con- light westerly wind, there were two
wood flew the" Kite," and Richard- dibons of winter time. There has flights-30 minutes in all. The
son, Wardale and Margaret Swal€' been little or no rough weath€r 28th provided a good "old
flew the" Tutor." since Easter, and newly-qualified fashioned" soaring day-nothing

20th. . Wind S. 10 m.p.h. pilots spoon-fed for months on brilliant by ancient standards, but
Robertson and Tony Dolan nearly thermals and smooth lift may find in the light of this year, a real
contacted a small front which came that there is still something' to be humdinger! Several flig"hts in
over' from the west, and Armstrong leamed about plain hill-lioaring. "Tutors" over 1,500 feet, and
and Louis Slater each managed Recent expe,ience has shown that Coulson up to 2,200 feet on one
about a quarter 'of an hour in machines with efficient air brakes occasion. Good fat thermal
.. Olympias." The" Tutor" and can be handled on the gl"Ound in current for soaring practice, and
the " Cadet" did high hops and conditions quite unsuitable for 9 passenger trips-even a police
circuits. Geoff Russell, after a machines without them. For man in uniform called in for a
particularly sinuous b,igh hop, some time ground handling has ride! Total of 24 launches and 11
during which he managed to squeeze been the I,imlting factor in rough hours' flying. Total for the month,
in at least four tight turns, was sent weather at Camphill, and no doubt approx. 18t hours' flying time.
for a circuit, which he managed in other Clubs are fully aware of the General.-Even the diehards who
good style. fact that good air b.rakes frequently go to Sutton Bank evel'y week-end

'. 21st. Wind W.N.W. 40 m.p.h. I~eal1 that.a machme IS 111 the air get to the stage where patience
The wind was very strong all day Il1stead of III the hangar.. ends; then comes a clay like the
and at first no effort was made to Heartiest c0ngratulatlons and 28th, and it all seems doubly worth
begin flying until Stan Annstrong good wishes to Heck Booth and while again. A man once said that
started things going. Un- George Bens~)I1. Mc Hesketh you don't have to be round the
fortunately he lost the toss and Booth and MISS Audrey Hart were bend to glide-hut it helps! The
Robertson, his partnel', flew first. marned 111 Altnncham on Septem- A.T.e. is running a course for the
Thompson flew next ill the "G. B." bel'. 27th, and Mt. George Benson Royal Engineers S.M.E. Staff at
and Harry Midwood was put in and MISS Barbara Lavelle were Ripon-the flying is being done at
tile" Kite," but before the aBout married in Derby on September ITopclifIe Airfield, There has been
signal was answered the " Kite" 25th. gooe! progress with the training
took oH and moved slowly baCk-j Summary of flying for Septem- all ab 1·nitio. On the 20th, Hartness
wards on the wire about 15 feet up. bel' :-Launches, 347; flying time,. (senr.) demonstrated with the
It came to rest with a bump, 103 hours; certificate, 2 .. B" .. Falcon HI " at TopclifIe fQr the
which loosened the main fittings Iand 1 " Co" Battle of Britain Week flying
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display. The A.T.e. hangar is and his colleagues, the mystery Ifrom which to get orographic lift
now aJmost complete, and the new gradually unfolded. vVith the approach of mid-
club house needs only finishing Most of the eady enthusiasts summer we started gliding in the
touches to the structure. were R.A. F. pilots, who, after a eve!1ings, this relieved the pressure

It might not be out of place to hop and circuit in the prima.ry,· at week-ends and allowed us to go
comment on the B.G.A. circular, Iwent straight on to do a circuit in ahead with intensive training on
published in the SAILPLANE, ailing the other glider-a" Grunau 11 1b.' the primaries. By the end of May,
upon clubs to legislate against The non-flying members started thanks to the excellent repair work
manufacturers flying their develop. entirely from first principles with done by the staff, our machine
ment aircraft at club soaring sites. Ithe orthodox ground slide, low hop strength had increased to six-2
The Yorkshire Club will certainly routine., Members with previous primaries, 3 "Grunaus," and I
do nothing of the kind, but it will experience in the A.T.e. showed a "Rhone Bussard." MOI'e recently
promise the B.G.A., and any greater aptitude during the primary we have obtained a " Kranich"
respectable manufactur~r who does stages of ,the training than most I~·wo·seater, which is used to give
liS the honour of testmg at our other ab 1m/ws. ImstrllctlOn on soanng to the sail·
site, that pilots whose a\Jilities are Almost immediately after the plane pilots.
little more than glib tongues, and inception of the club, a' telephone June was our best gliding month,
who just cannot keep their sticky was fitted from the Chief In· when I, lOO launches were made
paws oH other folks' aircraft, will structor's caravan to the winch more than one quarter of the total
be kept under control to the very driver's cabin; this ensured perfect for the entire year. On the first
best of our ability! vVe deplore understanding of the lIatm'e of each day of that month, the club's
the tendel1cy to sterilise soaring launch. Initially the primary was secretary, 1<./0. P. A. Latham,
and would rather fight against pushed back to the starting point, remained airborne for 5 hours, 25
unwelcome legislation than con- some _,000 yards fmm the winch, minute., in the "Bussard." Another
struct. irksome laws of our own after each ground slide or hop. member, F./O. A. D. Rudin,
.. lest worse be thrust upon llS... ." Later we introd1'lced the system climbed· over 11,500 feet in the
A very cowardly outlook. British Iwhereby only half. of the full launch fully-canopied" Gnll1au ] I." Next
gliding should fight to retain the was used for element.ary flights, evening the secretary also attained
freedom to run its own sho"" in its then a more experienced member Golden" C " height, the last 3,000
own way-it has had'this freedom would get in the glider and fly it feet being in cloud. It was only
for many years and has never back to the launching point. In when his instruments and wings
abused it, so, let us have a more this way the length of the cable severely iced.up that he had to
bellicose B.G.A. ! was utilised to the full and a lot of abandon the climb.

The accident recorded this. month work, as well as time, saved.' Other members put up good shows
was the third to the same machine, Gliding continued all thl"Ough at this time, both l.AC Beck and AC
and on each occasion an experienced the winter despite the extreme IPratt exceeded 70 minutes' endur
pilot was in charge. ""hen aircraft cold, Day temperatures as low as ance. The former member qualified
arcl broken' for the sake of a few .20C were by no means rare. for Silver" C" height in June; Pratt
minutes' fiying, and therefore not During February and March, how- has since achieved this distincticn,
available on the next grand day, ever, we were reluctantly compelled as have seven other members.
what a pity it is that w~ don't take to discontinue our meetings because August 13th was a remarkable day
the lesson to heart permanently. of the heavy snowfall. for the club-all the gliders were fly-

Tailplece.-In these glorious days By Easter the snow had all ing simultaneously. The" Bussard"
of the" seller's market" we hear melted and we were able to re- and the" Grunaus" stayed up for
of a " buy-and-flog-it" type who commence activities. The warmer over 2 hours. The sextet was COITI.

complained bitterly that he had weather brought thermals of in- pleted by ACGold with a 12 minute,
been twisted over an aircraft deal: creasing vigour; this became 20 second flight in the prim::try.

" They said it was a" Fuselage," obvious when the existing en- Despite the nUlnerous oppor-
complete," he moaned, " but when durance rec6rd of 17 minutes was tunities and favourable' conditions
it arrived, it hadn't any ruddy quickly boosted to 24 and then to for cross-coulttry flying, we have
wings I " 90 minutes. In order to take full been unable to undertake them

advantage of thermal activities, all because of the acute transport
135 WING GLIDING Cl.UB the sailplanes were fitted with situation. We have, therefore, had

On August 27th, 1946, 135 Wing gravity point hooks and the cable to confine our activities to en
Gliding Club was formed and the lengthened to 1,850 yards. We durance flights and height climbs.
first launch made. ow after one were then able to get an average Of the 70 members of the club,
year we have completed over 4,000. of 2,000 feet on a full launch; on during its first year
Tu most of the dozen or so people, one occasion a height of 2,500 feet 54 have qualified for' A' certificates
who became the first members of was attained. This happened late 38 " 'B '
the club, gliding was an entirely in the day when the air was stable, 23·" .. " 'C' "
new experience. Even the language the wind being about 10 m.p.h. as well as the other achievements
'seemed different, words such as It should be mentioned here that mentioned previously .
.. thermal ',' and" lapse rate" con· we are entirely dependent on The baby, 135 ',Ving Gliding
veyed little or nothing to them. thermal activity for the prolon- Club, has grown into a vigorous
Thanks, however, to the untiring Iga'tion of flight. Being situated as child since it was born one year
eff~)Its.and excellent tuition of the we are in tl~e centre of the No~th ago; we hope .its ?evelopment will
chief Il1structor, Herr Kronefeld, German Plall1, there are no lu!!s Ibe equally sahsfYll1g next year.
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ONE GUINEA for copyright if used.
Glossy prints or negatives only.

When submitting please state:
Photographer, type of camera, film
used, stop, exposure and locality.
Please reply to ART EDITOR,
Sailplane &- Glider. 139 Strand, W.C.2.

Glider Photographs

SAILPL'ANE

FOR SALEAre you forming a

Gilding or Flying Club?

If so, a br<;>chure on

how to do this, written

by an expert, may be

obtained from the

offlces of SAILPLANE

& GLIDER, price one

snilling, post free.

Slingsby " Gull" in perfect con
dition, fully equipped, Single Fared
Wheel, special Spoilers and control,
Dunlopillo upholstery and a full
range of instruments. Recent C.
of A. overhaul at a cost of £130 by
makers. "A particularly fine air
craft" was the comment of a well
known test pilot, who recently flew
this machine, An excellent fitted
trailer with new tyres and ball
hitch. For further details apply
to Sqd.JLdr. A. Binfield, M.B.E.,
Cromwell's Cottage, \iVhepstead,IBury St. Edmund's.

,-------------,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
An unusual phenomenom was

witnessed near my home one

summer evening.

A small Gopse of trees about 50

yards by lOO, was giving off a

continual doud which formed some

6 ft. above the top of the trees,

and rose to a height of DO or 60 ft.
in some cases before dissolving.'

These clouds appeared to be
stationary at their bases in some

cases, and the movement in them!
appeared to be quite violent. The'

diameter of the largest cloud would

be apP'I'oximately 6 ft.

I t would. be interesting to know

if this has been previously noted,

as it is certainly the first time that

I have ever heard of a visible
- I

.. Evening Thel'mal."

W. G. EDWARDS.

.. Evening Thermals."

i must apologise for troubling
you with a letter in very bad

English, but my reason is as

follows :-" I have been so happy

to get a copy of your SAILPLANE

AND GLIDER which does interest
me so much that I would like to

discuss some of the aviation prob

lems with a young man who is,

like me, interested in aviation and

gliding. I am twenty-five years

old and would be happy if you

would give my address toa young
glider pilot.

Referring to your publication

I would like to say that in my

opinion it is a most interesting

magazine, and I am sorry that 1
cannot get it regularly. Do you
deliver nowadays to Germany,

too ?
Many thanks in advance.

MAMFRED LANDECK,

Meldorf, I Brieter Weg f5,

Germany.
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It seems likely tha;t auxiliary
engined sailplanes may soon be
produced- in numbers not, perhaps,
very large, but .still sufficieI1:t to
raise problems as to whether fhghts
made by them are, or are not, to be
recognised as soar,ing flights for
certificate or record purposes.

A glider or sailplane is an aircraft
to which an external source of
power-catapult, winCh, er towi.ng
plane - may be temporanly
attached for launching purposes,
but which has no source of power
permanently attached.

Auxiliary engines will probably
divide into four classes.

entering are doing likewise, What
will the BritiSh pilots fly ~ Are we
going to let them fly old machit1es
Ilke the Of Weihe" (designed 1938)
and the .. Olympia" (designed
1939), or are we going to produce
sOmething new backed by the
experience gained during the war?

Surely we can produce some
thing "Post.war" for them
something capable of beating all
other types, and so proving Britain's
superiority not only in piloting but
In design and construction of sail
planes. No doubt the" Olympia ..
is an excellent machine, as proved
by its wonderful performance in
America, but I rather fear many of
the Continental, designers have
something up their sleeves, and we
must not be caught napping.

That Britain can produce this
" super-sailplane" is obvious, judg
ing hy the difficulty the B.G.A. is
having over judging the entries for
the two-seater design competition:.

I
I suggest that the Technical

Committee of the B.G.A. really
gets down to this matter, and draws
up a design board compJ'ising of the
entrants and judges in this com
petition to join forces and combine
to make Britain's entry a really
super one. I know that in most of
the entries there were many unusual
and very fine' ideas incorporated,
both in design and conshuctional
methods, and I would most em
phatically impress upon people the
necessity to join forces, discuss the
various schemes thoroughly, and
eventually put f0rward a design
that will be a justice to British
design, skill and construction.

These are my feelings about the
two-seater design competition too,
and we shall not really advance
unless we build a machine which
incorporates all the bt-st ideas from
the 20 entries sent in for the com
petition.. It is obvious that no
Individual entry can be so perfect

F.; Lt. H. Neubroch stands aghast, in itself that the original idea in the
at his own ignorance rega'Yding the other deSIgns cannot be adapted

. . and incorporated into producing a
modern technique of front soanng. II f' t t sat'lplane. rea y me wo-sea er' ..
M'I's. Plall WIll stand no nonsense. which wiII be of great use to the
Raison d'e/re: (Irttt'r to tlte Editor,) clubs, as well as help in the export

(Allgust usue.) drive. •
However, time is short, and if we

are to have a machine designed and
built by the time the Internationals
are on us, we must start work
straight away, and! it is up to the
Tecllllical Committee Qf the RG.A.
to get cracking.

I am sure the designers will not
fail them, 110r will any enterprising
firm of constructors like Elliotts
of Newbury.

P. R. WIJEWARDEN.

Next year the International Com
petition will be held, and we all
hope the British team will walk
away with it, but what machines
are we going to give them to back
them up with? Switzerland is
coming .out with many new designs,
including a " laminor flow" single
seater of colossal performance (on
paper): Czechoslovakia is doing
the same, and. from America comes
news of many new types like the
" Prue 160," "Ray Ranger 2," and
"Super Albatross." No doubt
Sweden, and all the other countries

The Secretary of the British
Gliding Association wrote me that
he sent my last letter of the 28th
July to your office. He think
that you will be able to assist me in
communicating with a gliding en
thusiast of your country. I hope
that an exchange of our minds will
be a little step towards under
standing and friendship between
the natip·ns. .

You' will know soaring is for
hidden in Germany. But the
German aviators have their heart
in the right place. So in Gottingen
and Stuttgart Model Glider Clubs
are founded. This day I spoke
with an American officer concern
ing the German youth activity.
He will help us by founding a Club
in Frankfurt, and I hope that we
cau begin to work within a few
weeks. All this will take a long
time and be difficult, but you and
all comrades of the other parts of
the world can make this way easier
by showing us that we are not
outside the intercourse. A dis:
cussion about past and future
German soaring wil'l clear very
many problems and questions and
perhaps it will give us more hope
to the end of our work.

Apologising for troubling you.

HANS DEUTSCH.

(16) Frankfurt A.M.,
Ruppertshainerstr 14,

D .S. Zone, Germany,
Land Hessen.
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placed ol;Igms should be marked
anel drilled with a 1/16 inch drill.
The ruler should have a pin in one
end in line with the edge.

A. G. PAYNE.
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The best air speed in still air is
founel by drawing a tangent to the
curve from the origin. This is
common knowledge, but what
seems to be so often overlookeel is

F. P. NEWLEY,

Collier Row, Essex.

10

,~

~.=Q-C:..;.:l· +6 \.(d) A retractable unit, similar =
to (c), but capable of being re·
erected and re-started whilst in
flight. I

With this, any claim to have 2

made a soaring flight would have With W,nd .n.ph. ~ A~.,n>t Wind mph.
to be accompanied by proof that, .""--Jl:o<.--"-"-_""o'----<E:T-_-W.,~_--"""~-~--';-;;---=--~.--~=_-..".
the engine had 110t been re.started ;\0 0 70 90
, h I Forward Speed mpha.ter t e aunch. This might be

done, say, by connecting the
ignition switch to the barograph,
and recording on the cnart whenever
the switch was" on."

It will be seen that there is
plenty of room for argument, and
I think fhat the authorities should
issue some quite definite rules at'
an early date, S0 that people who'
would like the advan.tages of an
auxiliary engine, but do not wish
to be debarred thereby from
attempts at certiiicates or records,
may know just how they stand.

(a) An engine unit which may It seems that the discussion of that other tangents call be r1rawIi
be attched to a plane for transport, best flying speeds will remain with by'" displacing" the origin. These
e.g. back to the starting point after us as a hardy annual. I only write tangents touch the curve at the
a soaring flight. now to draw attention to a letter best cruising speed to give the

Without the engine the plane published in your September 1938 optimum" extraction" rate under
would be a pure sailplane, and any number, which for me is the first any chosen set of conditions ()f
soaring flight it made would be and last word on this' controversial wind and vertical currents. Ex-
recognised; but what would be the subject. . amples best illustrate the method.
position if the pilot carried the I realize that the only 100 peI' 1. \-\fhat is the best speed
engine pac'ked away inside the cent. method 0f krrow;n a the correct against a wind of 30 m.p.h. with
plane on his soaring flight, and airspeed for any given set of con- no vertical component.
unpacked and fitted it after land- ditions is to take Mr. Wills along Place ruler to cut x axis at 30
ing, in order to fly back? Again, as passenger, but for those that d0 m.p.h. on " Against Wind" scale
the engine might be a fixture, and their flying from an armchair I and position it tangential to curve.
only the propeller need to be fitted can thoroughly recomluend the The point of tangency is at approxi·
for power flying. following method to save wear on mately 50 m.p.h. '

.. the slide rule. I did discover the. •
(b) An engme Ulut attached to method independently but was only 2. What IS the best speed to

the plane ~orlaunchmgonly. Once convinced of its validity after cross a downdraught of I? Lp.s. ?
the plane IS 1Il lift the engme may II'eading Mr. J. C. \Vilson's letter to Place ruler to cwss y aXIs at 10
be Jettisoned, to r~turn to earth I you as mentioned previously. A f.p.s. downdraught and pomt of
by parachute. (ThiS would never descrintion follows Itangency IS 65 m.p.h.
b 11 d' h' f,~ .e a owe In t IS c?untry, 0 I Take any sailplane performance 3. What is best speed. tio cross
cours~, but ,,;'ould be qUIte pra~~lc- graph and extend the x axis to the :downdraught of 4 Lp.s. with follow
able ~n the Wide open spaces.) left, and the y axis upwards. Step ing wind of 20 m.p.h.? Place ruler

ThiS would be a meth0cl of gettmg off on the negative branch of the at point with co-ordinates 20 m.p.h.
~ery .11lgh launc~es, With complete x axis wind speeds to the same" \Vith Wind," and 4 Lp.s. dowll
, on~lOl by the pilot, and once the scale as the forward speeds. Step draught. Ruler touches curve at
engme was away the plane would off on the upwal'd branch of the 44.5 m.p.h.
undoubtedly be a pure Sailplane. y axis downdraught speed values For use in the air I suggest either

(c) An engine unit permanently to the same scale as the sinking a chart, or a small board with a
attached to a plane for launching speed. The figure Sh0WS the thin plywood curve glued on in the
only, being stopped and' retracted I arrangement. correct position. A series of dis-
or otherwi!>e faired over once the '
plane is in lift.

In this case, though the flight
would be by soaring, the machille I

would not be a pure sailplane,
having an engine permanently
attached.
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ROYAL AERO CLUB GLIDING CERTIFICATES
(Issu•• under del'eallon, bJ the B.8.A.)

10, 8.41
27, 8,47
20, (,47

9, 8,41
29. 8,41
12, 7.47
8. 6.47

31. 8,47
22. 8,47
10. 8,47'
10. 8.47
30. 8.47
22. 8047
10. 8.47
31. 8.47
31. 8047
17. 8.47
23, 8,47
21. 6.47
27, 7.47

5. 4.47
11. 8,47
14, 7.47
13. 7.47

7, 3,47
28. 6.47
3L 6,47
24. 8.47
18. 8.47
23, 1,47
17, 8.41
25, 7.47

8, 3,47
1. 8,47

10, 5,47
22, 6.47
14, 7,47
10, 8.47

4 8.47
31. 8,47
30. 7,47
23. 7.47
23. 7.47
25. 7047
16. 8.47
8. 8.47

21. 5,47
28.8.47
17. 7,47
24, 6.47
17, 8,47
13, 7.47
27. 7,47
21. 5,47
19. 6,47
9.8.47

22. 7,47
20, 8.47
15, 7.47
27. 4041
2.5.6,47
26. 7.47
31. 8,47
29. 8,47
30. 3,47
30. 7,47
13, 7.47
16, 8,47
10. 8.47
29. 5.47
6, 7.47

10,11.46
18, 8.47
16. 8.47

5, 9.47
30. 7.47
25. 5.47
13, 7.47

1. 6.47
24, 8.47
30. 8.47
17. 6.47

4. 9.47
24. 5.47
26, 5,47

192 (8851-1141)
81
73

A, T, C. .5c/l.ool 0' Glidillg CI"b

CERTIFICATE'
44 G,S. "
4th Armoured Brigade
151 R,U. lA,)
London G,C,
B,A,F,O, G,C, "
29 G,S. ,.
84 Gp, G,S, "
4th Armoured Brigade
H3 G.8, "
161 C.S, ,.
Scottish Gliding Union
Leiceslershire G.C.
143 G,S...
London G,C.
lS'ewcasUe G,C,

~;'B'.:.n~. Lauc~:
Snrrey G.C.
84 Gp. G.S.
500.S...
135 Wing
London G.C.
84 Gp, O,C. , , , .
ScottiSh Gliding Union, .
Surrey G,C,
85 WhIg G,C.
140 Winl!" G,C.
Somerset G,C.
Polish O.C.
29 G,S...
167 G.8, ,.
84 Gp, G.S.
140 WinB' G,C.
140 Wing G,C.
84 Gp, G.S,
151 R,U. (A,)
Lnbeck G,C.
B,A,F,a, G,C, .. . .
4tJl Armoured Brigade G.S,
95 G.S. "
B.A,F.O, G,C,
Surrey G,C.
84 Gp. G.c.
Somerset G.C,

~t?:' G,~•.
Lubeck G.C.
50 G.S...
84 Gp. G.C'.
135 Wing
82G.S. "
50 G.8. "
Ditto .,
lLA. Aero Clnb

~1?lnGG~C.
84 Gp, G.C.
166 G.S, ..
84 Gp. G.S.
Surrey G,C,
B,A,F.a. G,C. .,

" 151R,U'JA.) "
berby an Lancs.
R.N. Gliding Unit
Loudon G;C.
84 Gp, G,C,
B.A.F.a. G.C. ..
Lubeck C.C.
1460,S, ,. "
Marlin Jiearu Flying Club
LondoIlG.C.
16! G.8, ..
18. M7
16, 8A7
Derby and Lancs.
140 Wing O.C. ..
Lubeck G.C.
B.A.F.a. G,C. ..
95 G.S...
R.N. Gliding Unit
12 Gp. G,C.
135 Wing
12 Gp, G,C.
135 \VinS ••
4th Armoured Brigade

u.,.Name

8L1DING IlERIIFICATES! .. A ..
UB"
"e"

james Morrow
Donald Anthony Victor-Trott ,.
Edward Ernest Geall
Herbert Jlohn Adams
John Herbert Granville While, .
Roy Brooke .. ,.
Deullis Alien Monckton ..
John Henry Hoider
Christopher John Clayton
Ronald Golts
Thomas Porteous
Philip Caro
Frank Roy Padgham
Willial11 Jienry Tweedy .,
John Archbald LilOe ..
David.Alfred Whitworth
'Villiam Morris Brady .•
George Rowland Edwill Constantin Gregory
Ajeet Singh Judge
Peter \Villiam Dowtv
Peter Jobn Ayres -
John Frcderick Godley
John Walton Hill·Wilson
David Henory . .,
WiIlial11 F, Jordeu
David Carwardille
Henry Bowuass ..
DellUis Victor Spellce
Stanislaw FeHx Szymanski
\Viltiam Edward \Varcup
Robert 1'homas Taylor ,.
Eric George Smith'
Robert George 'Villiam i\Ieades ..
P"eter Charles San<icman Tupper-Carey
Gunu"r Jiegg
Gordon Anthouy Boddiugton
Iowerth Roberls ..
Alfred Willial1ls ,.
Anthony Jamcs Latter "
Harold Charles Thomas Robins
Raymond Hartle)"
Reginald Pater Merrilt .,
\Villiam Anthol1y O'Ndll 'Vaugh
Philip Kefford
Kenneth \Villie Costiu ..
Edward Charles Lane
Gerald Herbert Goodair 1'hrelfall
John AUbrey Brown
Petcr JohnsoD
Alaistair Chalmcrs
David Andrew Coomber ..
John Beech
Sidney Richard Paintcr
Charles James Bede Jarrctt
lUchard Lawrence Leach l\fcCuUough
Alfred George Winter , ,
John Rober! Cecil Manners
Syduey John Crawley
Frederick David Bowlcs ..
Richard Victor \VaL'iQll ..
Rona1d Shutes
Henry J01111 \Valker _. ~

Michael Vadiul Adamchick
Gordon Sluart Lane
John Jiurry . ,
Robert Rollo Gillespie ..
Ian Ludwig Turk
Cordon Edwin Donaldsoll
Richard Cosby Keary
LaullceJot John Rinunet
Dewi Brenllig lames
John Noel Giadish
Allec Salter ..
Paul Leon Alberl Raes
Robin Patrick Derek Dolau
Douald. Edward Bremrner
Eric Macrae Stewart
James Derek Robinsol1
Ronald John Blocksidge
A.lbert Edward Hanison
John Jamieson Neave "
DOl1ald Alexander Shivas
Derek Murray 'rough
TiUlothy Egerton Herbert Beck
ArUlIlr Fit7,roy Sugden

No.

1940
1952
2000
2183
2485
4726
2901
4012
5757
5920
6H1
66:J1
6J99
6808
6829
6871
6877
6903
6951
6960
6961
6962
6963
6965
6968
6971
6972
6915
6977
6978
6979
6980
6983
6884
6985
6986
6988
6990
6992
7000
7001
7014
7015.
7020
1021
7022
7024
7029
7032
7038
7039
7040
7041
7048
7049
7050
7052
7056
7059
7060
7065
7066
7068
7069
7070
7074
7075
7077
7085
7087
7089
7091
7093
7695
7096
7097
7098
1100
7102
7llH
7105
H01
7U1
7112
7132

FOR SALE.

BISHOPIDLL AND

BALADO AIRFIELD

FOR SALE

Nacelled " Dickson " trainer and
sectional Hangar, 20ft. x 15ft.
Details from R R. French, Hon,
Sec, Gliding Section, Athletic and
Social Club, Standard Telephones
and Cables Ltd" Henley Road,
North Woolwich, l.ondon, £,16.

SCO'fTISH
GLIDING UNION

PHONE DYSART 5442

FuLL PARTICULARS FROM

Hon. Secretary :

A. J, THORBURN;
137, ROSSLYN STREET

KIRK~ALDY

Emtrance Fee £1. I. 0

Subscription £3. 3. 0

L\BOUT 4,000, Pneumatic hand
" tools; comprising Drills, Ham·

mers and Riveters (3/16"-1") by

most of the best makers. They

show big savings on cun'en! prices.
Write for illustrated list to Box

2197, G.T.C. Ltd., 82-94, Seymollr

Place, London, W.1.

• AIRCRAfT (HEREFORD) Ltd'l
2o/i I Newmarket Street,

HEREFORD.
are Agents tor Slingsby Sailplanes.
Immediate delivery of "Cadet"
and "Tutor."
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THE S A I L P L A N E

GLIDING CERTIFICATES~onlin1led

No. Nam6
7133 William 'HaJst~ad K~y

7138 Lanr~n"" Bernard Hill
7139 Erie Charles Bean
7142 William Neil Tonkyn

2000
2085
2101
2181
2333
2425
2495
2645
2935
3003
3522
3620
2731
2901
3287
38.38
3855
3948
4:393
4441
5333
5667
5967
5781
0148
6268
6317
6334
6447
6458
6581
6601
6603
6636
6637
6711
6876
6888
6900
696!
6963
6971
6977
6982
6983
6985
6986
6988
7014
7015
7024
7032
7049
7052
7058
7059
7060
7066
7069
7070

~~~..
7087
7089
7096
7097
7098
7100
7104
7107
7112
7132
7139

"0"
Edward Ernest GeaJl
Frank Patriek Geary ..
Harold Bercival RhOdes ..
Deni. WUliam Heightman
Peter Rankin 'Vilson
L'yril Coleman
John Herb«t Granvill~ Whit~ ..
Lionel Frank: Savery . . . .
Mauri"" Riddihongh
Peter J ohn Roye~

G. Lewis.. .. ..
John Sinclalr Maepherson
Frands l\.Iunany
Denis Allen M.onckton ..
Erie Antbony Robe.rt Humpston
Cyril Richard Taylor
Herbert George How
Arthur Hoblcirk ..
Dcnis Lewlard Coote
Philip Bm"" Atkins
Thomas AlbeIt Browning
Stunrt McKenzit; l'.Iorison
Paul Gruenberg ..
Lyn,don Ge()rg~ MeFarlane
1I11ehael Jepson Drabble
Anthony John lIfander Smyth
John Mlehae! Hintom ..
Jerzy Madam l\-farderwald
J. K. Lance
james 1\farston Heron ..
Cbarles Tbeodore Lynas ..
James Edwards ..
Alan FTederick Groves
R. J. R. Dyer
John Franklin Seddon
i\1ichael Turner ..
B. B. Storey ..
Rober. Hugb Garuett
Peter William Dowty
Peter John Ayres
Johu Walton Hill-Wilson
David Carwardille
Stallisla,w Felix Szymanski
Leslie Holton . . . .
Robert George William Meades
GUDnar Hegg
Gardon Anthony BoddingtoD
lowerth Roberts ..
R. P. Merritt . . . . . .
Willi~ Anthony O'Neill Waugb
Gerald Herbert Goodair Threfall
Peter Jol1l18On ..
Richard Lawrence Leach McCullough
Jolm Robert eecil Manners
David Alau 11Il.lay ..
Frederkk David Bowles ..
Richard Victor W'atson ..
Henry John Walker
Gordon Stuart Lane
John Hurry

~a~~J;;:~E:fwY:~~llaldRO~;
Laullcclot Joh.n Rimmer
Dewi Brennig Janles
Robin Patrick Derek Dolans
Donald Edward Bremner
Eric McRae Stewnrt
James Derek Robinson
Albert Edward Harrison
DOllald Alexander Shivas
Timothy Egerton Herbert Beck
Arthur Fitzroy Sugden
Eric Charles Bean

". T. C. School or Glidi"g Club
Ditto
84 Gp. G.S. ..
4th Armoured Brigade
Surrey G.,C.

CERTIFICAU.
151 R.U. (A.)
44 G.S.
183 G.S.
H5G.S .
183 G.S .
186 G.S .
B.A.F.a. G.C.
1I11dland G.C.
Ditto
Imperial College
68 G.S... ..
85 Winl(, B.A.F.O.
183 G.S...
81 Gp. G.S.
49 G.S...
85 Wing ..
148 G.S..•
94 G.S .
1440.S .
R.A.E.T.C. G.C.
92G.S...
York!'ihirc G.C.
140 Wing
Bristol G.C.
Midland C.C.
84 Gp. G.C.
Bristol G.C.
B.A.F.O. C.C.
Bristol G.C.
Ditto
B.A.F.O. O.C.
85 Wing ..
151 R.U. (A.)
84 Gp. G.C.
Bristol G.C.
B.A.F.O. e.c.
R.A. Aero Club
Surrey G.C.
5OG.S...
135 Wing, 84 Gp.
84 Gp. G.C.
85 Wing G.C.
PolishG.C.
29 G.S...
140 Wiug G.C.
84 Gp. G.S.
151 R.U. lA.)
Lubeck G.C.
Surrey G.C.
84 Gp. G.C. I' .
LubeckG.C.
84 Gp. G.C.
28G.S...
84 Gp. G.C.
84 Gp. G.C.
84 Gp. G.C.
Surrey G.C. .. ..
151 R.U. lA.) B.A.F.O.
R.N.G. Unit
LondOIl G.C.
Air Hq. G.c. B.A.F.O.
Lubeck G.C.
.86 C.S...
L<>udon G.C.
Derby and Lancs. G.C.
140 Wing G.C. ..
Lubeck G.~.

Air Hq. G.C. B.A.F.O.
R.N. Gliding Unit
135 Wing RA.F.a.
135 Wing B.A.F.O. ..
4th Armoured Brigade O.S.
4t1) AJmonred Brigade G.S.

DiU.lak."
3.9.47

12.847
28.,6.47
12. 7.47

26. 5.47
26. 7.47

3. 9.47
7. 8.47

. 16. 8.47
16. 8.47
29. 8.47

3. 9.47
25. 8.47
28. 8.47
24. 8.47
23. 8.47
16. 8.47
31. 8.47
26. 7.47
31. 8.47
23. 7.47
26. 8.47
10. 8.47
31. 8.47
28. 8.47

6. 0.47
g.8.47

25. 8.47
25. 8.47
31. 8.47
3i. 8.47
20.. 7.47

6. 9.47
31. 8.47
30. 8.47

4. 8.47
10. 8.47
0.9.47

17. 9.47
31. 8.47
26. 8.47
17. 8.47
16. 8.47

6. 4.47
18. 7.47

4. 8.47
11. 7.47
11. 7.47
17.8.47

6. 7.47
2. 8.47

10. 8.47
3. 0.47

29. 7.47
17. 8.47
20. 8.47
20. 6.47
30. 7.47

6. 8.47
31. 8.47
3.9.47

26. 7.47
29. 8.47
26. 5.47
31. 8.47
16. 8.47
29. 8.47

5. 8.47
5. 9.47

11. 8.47
4. 9.47

31. 8.47
24. 8.47
20. 8.47
31. 5.47
18. 6.47

2. 8.47

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB

LIMITED

The Long Mynd. Church Stretton,
Shropshire. Telephone: Unley 206'.

Full particulars may be obtained
from the Secretary, F. G. Batty, F.C.A.
2. Lombard Street West. West Brom·
wich, Staffs.

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.

Full Flying facilities are offered
to all Soaring and Power Pilots.

JOIN NOW and know Gliding at
its BEST at Sutton Bank, Yorkshire.

For full particulars apply to :
L. A. ALDERSON... LYNDHURST,'
SINNINGTON, YORK, Hon. Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
GLIDING CLUB,

GREAT HUCKLOW, TIDESWELL,
Phone Tideswell 207 DERBYSHIRE

To people living in the North
Midlands the Club offers full soaring
facilities at 10(- per hour in the club
fleet of Sailplanes.

Primary training has started and
power conversions are a speciality.

The clubhouse is fully licenced and
meals are available if booked in ad
vance. Whether there is flying or not
there is always something doing every
week end.

Subscription, 6 gns.; Entrance fee,
2 ens.; Non-flying members, I gn. If
you are interested please write to the
Hon. Secretary, 87. Fargate, Sheffield I,

'for fUFther details.

€:HOWLES & NELSON

RECORDING
ALTIMETERS

WINSLOW BLlTCHUY BUCK'

ALT., & A.S.l. CAI,IBRATIONS
INSTRUMENT REPAIRS

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

P. C. Bolt
D. L. i'raU
A. H. Blyton
J. A. C. Hoore
G. A. \Vinter
C. A. Kaye
\V. A. DIN. \Vaugh
R. E. ~ears

R. Smilb ..
J. F. Archbold
James lIfcCallum'
R. H. Gamett

811,VU &ADGEI

(6.
4581(5264

(6265)
(6256)
(6323)
(480)
(7015)

(1006!(5271
(6954
(6324
(6888)
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~1LJN GSB Y============
==·~)A I LPLANES Ltd.

KIRBYl'lOOBSIDEO! ynUKS.

PIONEERS IN THE DESIGN AND
tVIANUFAC1"URE OF GLIDERS AND
HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANES

Tel.: Klrbymoorslde 312.

TI,e Short NIl\IBUS

'Gramsl .. SaUplanes."

low-wing sailplane
tandem dual-control-perfect vision

PERFECTED after exhaustive experiments by Short's team of
aeronautical engineers wIth sail'plane experience, the Nimbus
presents new features of interest to sailplane enthusiasts.

A Iow-wing, two-seater, the Nimbus has a comfortable
cockpit with the widest possible field ,of vision for both front and
rear occupants. It ..portant features are: dual contl'Ols: longi
tudinal trimming: dive brakes; and the added advantage of
Ailewn Droop adjustment while in flight. The air frame is also
fully bonded to latest req~lirements.

With its wood monocoque fuselage, Perspex coupe and
unobtrusive centre-wheel undercarriage, the Short Nimbus is
a sailplane of clean, distinctive design. Ideal for instruction and
aerobatics. Launched by winch or aero-towing, it is ideal for
dual instruction in advanced soaring.

SHORT NIMBUS SAILPLANE
Wing Area 240 sq. fl.
Spano - 61 ft.
OveraU Lenglh - 21 ft. 4 in••
Aspecl Ralio - 16
Emply Weighl 8001bs.

Sea-Level Condition-l Crew.. each w.ei"hin" 200 Ibs.
Minimum Gliding Angle 1 ill 15.8
Sinking Speed 2.3 ft. p.•. at 3R m.p.h.
Slalling Speed 35 m.p.h.
Recommended Approach Speed - 42 ....p.h.
Mawnum Permissible Speed - 130 m.p.h.

Short NIMBUS
sailplane

.

SHORT HROS. (ROCHESTER & BEDFORD) LTD., ROCHESTER SHORT & HARLAND LTD., BELFAST
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TURN & SLIP
INDICATOR

12v. Electrical
Weight-I lb. I' ozs.

Operated by dry-cell batteries

AJ
't~;:

.

...., :....:., .... /....)~

.,~f., ,..' I

AIR SPEED
INDICATOR

Special Sailplane Calibration
20/100 M.P.H. (Single cifcfe)

or 20/150 M. P. H. (Double cifcfe)
Weight 9 ozs,

DASHBOARD
COMPASS
Simple robust design

Weight-17ozs .

Reconditioned Sensitive Altimeters
alSO available.

Developed from the pre.-war Kite, the. 1947 model is without equal in its
class. Increased .overall dimensions and a completely new wing has
produced a machine. with outstanding fiying characteristics and a wide
speed range. Quickly adjustable ruddr.r pedals, central landing whee~ and
spoilers are other refinements. Open or 'cabin enclosed cockpit optional.
. Now in production.

A.II mqulries 10:-

Slillysby ..'iail/Ilalles
and Glide,a.fl are. now In

fun production in the largest and

mos't modern factory exclusively de

voted to this work in Great Britain.

Design and development of this all

British range continues under the

personal direction of MR. F. N.

SUNGSBY, Britain's leading Sailplane

Designer.

Write for HandboO'k giving all details.

TRIAL FLIGHTS
may be made by anyone having the
necessary qualifications. Details on

request.

MARTIN HEARN Ltd., Hooton Park, Little Sutton,
Phone HOOTON 1446. Wirral, Cheshire


